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 With the development of new cutting-edge technology, autonomous vehicles (AVs) 
have become the main topic in the majority of the automotive industries. For an AV to be 
safely used on the public roads it needs to be able to perceive its surrounding environment 
and calculate decisions within real-time. A perfect AV still does not exist for the majority 
of public use, but advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have been already integrated 
into everyday vehicles. It is predicted that these systems will evolve to work together to 
become a fully AV of the future.  
 This thesis’ main focus is the combination of ADAS with artificial intelligence (AI) 
models. Since neural networks (NNs) could be unpredictable at many occasions, the main 
aspect of this thesis is the research of which neural network architecture will be most 
accurate in perceiving distance between vehicles. Hence, the study of integration of ADAS 
with AI, and studying whether AI can safely be used as a central processor for AV needs 
resolution.  
The created ADAS in this thesis mainly focuses on using monocular vision and 
machine training.  A dataset of 200,000 images was used to train a neural network (NN) 
model, which accurately detect whether an image is a license plate or not by 96.75% 
accuracy. A sliding window reads whether a sub-section of an image is a license plate; the 
process achieved if it is, and the algorithm stores that sub-section image. The sub-images 
are run through a heatmap threshold to help minimize false detections. Upon detecting the 
license plate, the final algorithm determines the distance of the vehicle of the license plate 
detected. It then calculates the distance and outputs the data to the user. This process 
achieves results with up to a 1-meter distance accuracy. This ADAS has been aimed to be 
useable by the public, and easily integrated into future AV systems.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
1.1: Background  
Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) have become a major topic among automotive 
industries, engineering academia, and computer hardware and software industries. These 
academia and industries are in a global race to acquire the most flawless self-driven car. 
The main reason AVs are popular is because of their capability to drive with minimal 
human interaction. Human error has been the main reason for severe accidents on the roads 
since the invention of the automotive vehicle. To help minimize the number of life-
threatening accidents, industries are investing a great amount of time and money on AVs. 
One of the main questions is how AVs work on the road. The vehicle is filled with 
sensors internally and externally to construct a map of the internal and surrounding 
environments. The internal map will mainly focus on the driver, making sure the driver’s 
eyes are on the road and hands are on the steering wheel when the vehicle is not driving 
autonomously. Furthermore, external sensors will aid the driver in avoiding surrounding 
objects, like other vehicles, pedestrians, and even stay within lane markings; such systems 
already exist, and they are called Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). If the 
vehicle is driving autonomously (without the aid of a human driver), it would construct a 
real-time map to safely navigate among surrounding objects. A fully AV does not legally 
exist on public streets yet, but many ADAS already exist in most modern vehicles.  
There are six different levels of driver assistance technology advancements, 
according to the United States Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic 
Safety Admin (NHTSA) [1]. NHTSA has attained these levels from the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE), and these levels are applied globally to state the level of 
autonomation of a vehicle. The reason NHTSA has placed these labels of level of 
automatous is because it helps label the level of autonomation the vehicle has. In Table 1.1, 
it shows each level of autonomous feature, along with its name and definition. As it can be 
seen, level 0 is when there is no autonomation, meaning, all of the driving is done by the 
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human, and level 5 is when its fully automated, meaning, all the driving is done by the 
vehicle’s computer.  
 
Table 1.1: Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Automation Levels [1] 
Level Name Narrative Definition 
0 No 
Automation 
The human driver does all the driving 
1 Driver 
Assistance 
An ADAS on the vehicle can sometimes assist the human driver 




An ADAS on the vehicle can itself actually control both steering 
and braking/accelerating simultaneously under some 
circumstances. The human driver must continue to pay full 
attention (“monitor the driving environment”) at all times and 
perform the rest of the driving task. 
3 Conditional 
Automation 
An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle can itself 
perform all aspects of the driving task under some 
circumstances. In those circumstances, the human driver must be 
ready to take back control at any time when the ADS requests 
the human driver to do so. In all other circumstances, the human 
driver performs the driving task. 
4 High 
Automation 
An ADS on the vehicle can itself perform all driving tasks and 
monitor the driving environment – essentially, do all the driving 




An ADS on the vehicle can do all the driving in all 
circumstances. The human occupants are just passengers and 
need never be involved in driving. 
 
1.2: Motivation  
 One of the many reasons for on-road fatal accidents is because of human error; 
society has been trying to solve this problem with AVs. For a computer to perceive the 
surrounding environment of the vehicle through multiple types of sensors, manipulate and 
fuse the read data, and compute a decision within real-time, is very difficult to achieve. 
Furthermore, to constantly process different data-types input from the sensors every few 
milliseconds for accuracy requires large amounts of processing power, and it creates 
greater potential for an error to occur within the computer. This thesis proposes the usage 
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of a model that has been trained to aid the computer to make its decisions quickly and 
efficiently. The approach taken in this thesis is to detect the distant between vehicles by 
detecting the license plate using an AI (artificial intelligence) model and calculating the 
distance. The research background from this thesis could help determine whether training 
machines and creating models could create an efficient method for a computer to make 
decisions while the AV is driving.  
 
1.3: Impacts of Autonomous Vehicles  
AV needs three main components to function properly, according to Dr. Sridhar 
Lakshmanan from University of Michigan; these components are a navigation system, a 
system to perceive surrounding environment, and a system to combine the data from the 
previous two systems and decide what action to take [2]. Automotive companies have been 
implementing different ways of gaining data about the dynamic environment through 
multiple different sensors, like LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), long-range 
RADARs (RAdio Detection and Ranging), short-range RADARs, cameras, and ultrasonic. 
Each sensor has its own benefits and complications. Industries and academias are trying to 
find the most efficient way to create data fusion from the sensors to create a reliable AV.  
 
1.3.1: Vehicle Collisions on the Road 
A study was conducted by Virginia Tech Transportation Institute on Automated 
Vehicle Crash Rate Comparison Using Naturalistic Data [3]. This study shows the 
comparison of the severity of the vehicle collision every million miles, between a human 
and a computer driver, as outlined in Table 1.2, and shown in Figure 1.1. As it can be seen 
in Figure 1.1, level 3 accidents have decreased significantly substantially with AVs. 
Furthermore, for severe. Level 1 accidents, there is less than a million miles difference 
between autonomous driving and naturalistic driving. This rate of life-threatening 
accidents still needs to be greatly improved with AV. Therefore, automotive industries are 
investing great amounts of time and money in AV technology to aid in eliminating severe 
vehicle crashes.  
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Level 1 Crashes with airbag deployment, injury, rollover, a high Delta-V, or that 
require towing. Injury, if present, should be sufficient to require a doctor’s 
visit, including those self-reported and those from apparent video. A high 
Delta-V is defined as a change in speed of the subject vehicle in any 
direction during impact greater than 20 mph (excluding curb strikes) or 
acceleration on any axis greater than ±2 g (excluding curb strikes). 
Level 2 Crashes that do not meet the requirements for a Level 1 crash. Includes 
sufficient property damage that one would anticipate is reported to 
authorities (minimum of $1,500 worth of damage, as estimated from 
video). Also includes crashes that reach an acceleration on any axis greater 
than ±1.3 g (excluding curb strikes). Most large animal strikes and sign 
strikes are considered Level 2. 
Level 3 Crashes involving physical conflict with another object (but with minimal 
damage) that do not meet the requirements for a Level 1 or Level 2 crash. 
Includes most road departures (unless criteria for a more severe crash are 
met), small animal strikes, all curb and tire strikes potentially in conflict 
with oncoming traffic, and other curb strikes with an increased risk 
element (e.g., would have resulted in a worse crash had the curb not been 
there, usually related to some kind of driver behavior or state, for example, 
hitting a guardrail at low speeds). 
Level 4 Tire strike only with little or no risk element (e.g., clipping a curb during 
a tight turn). Distraction may or may not also be present. Note, the 
distinction between Level 3 and Level 4 crashes is that Level 3 crashes 
would have resulted in a worse crash had the curb not been there while 
Level 4 crashes would not have due to the limited risk involved with the 
curb strike. Level 4 crashes are considered to be of such minimal risk that 
most drivers would not consider these incidents to be crashes; therefore, 
they have been excluded from this analysis. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Automated Vehicle Crash Rate Comparison using Naturalistic [3] 
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1.3.2: Environmental Impact 
 There are many environmental factors to keep in consideration; the main factor this 
research has focused on is the greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted from gas fueled vehicles. 
As mentioned in article by J.B. Greenblatt and S. Shaheen [4], if AVs enable the use of 
batteries in electrical vehicles (BEVs), the air quality would drastically improve over time 
since there would be a decrease in the emission of GHGs. Furthermore, the main reason 
for AVs is to aid in decreasing the number of on-road accidents. When accidents occur the 
vehicles sometimes disgorge harmful gases and liquids into the environment. The use of 
AV could help eliminate road accidents, limiting the amounts of harmful gases, or liquids 
emitted into the environment. Overall, an AV has a very positive outlook for environmental 
impacts.  
 
1.3.3: Social/Economic Impact  
 As stated in the motivation part of this chapter, the field of study about AV is a 
growing. Other than AV supporting the electrical engineering field, it also provides new 
work for mechanical engineers, civil engineers, manufactures, industries, etc. The 
construction of an AV takes teamwork from many different fields of expertise providing 
more job opportunities. Furthermore, when a vehicle is wirelessly connected to certain 
head base, it will automatically be tracked by the government system, (e.g. police station 
of area) in case an emergency theft occurs. Socially, AV will aid government and marketing 
aspects of society. Also, economically, an AV will contribute to the growth of global 
economy.  
 
1.4: Problem Statement  
 The main reason for vehicle collisions (either from humans or machines) is due to 
miscalculation and insufficient perspective of surrounding environment. Through 
miscalculation, the driver of the vehicle might not leave sufficient space while speeding up 
or slowing down, causing a collision. Furthermore, through insufficient perspective of 
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surrounding environment, the driver might not realize how close an object is and collide 
with it. Upon further research, it was also discovered that most fatal vehicle collisions occur 
from distracted, fatigued, or intoxicated drivers. With more vehicles being on roads every 
day, more dangerous opportunities for human error to be the cause of vehicle accidents are 
occurring.  
  
1.5: Thesis Contribution  
This thesis focuses on an inexpensive approach to attaining a simple ADAS through 
the use of a single camera and a pre-built neural network (NN). The robust NN is pre-
trained with a dataset of 200,000 images and loaded onto the camera’s microcontroller. 
The dataset is constructed from raw images, online images, and data augmented images. 
The NN model architectural has been constructed to provide a 96.75% accuracy of 
detecting license plates. This then feeds the localization and distance detection algorithms 
which finds the location of the license plate in a raw image. Using the number of pixels of 
the size of the detected license plate, the algorithm determines the distance of the vehicle 
of that license plate, with 1 meter accuracy. All of these algorithms were designed using 
Python, since many packages and libraries like Tensorflow, OpenCV, Numpy, Pandas, etc., 
are available through python language. Through utilizing the systems developed in this 
thesis work, AVs will have a lower cost approach to calculate the distance of the vehicle 
preceding them and have a warning system if they are approaching too close. In addition, 
this thesis’ work could be utilized by automotive companies, integrating this ADAS with 
the vehicle’s powertrain and brakes to control the vehicle when the vehicle is traveling in 
auto-pilot mode. The main solution that this thesis aims to achieve is detecting distance 
between vehicles; and with this information, the main computer could use it to help 




1.6: Thesis Outline  
 This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the problem and the 
contribution of this thesis as a solution towards solving this problem. Next, literature 
review and knowledge concerning this thesis’ topic is covered in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
explains the methodology that was approached to complete this thesis, along with proper 
algorithms and mathematical calculations. Furthermore, Chapter 4 discusses the 
performance of the algorithms and NN. Finally, conclusion and future works is covered in 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
2.1: Background  
 Many different types of ADAS have been developed, especially on distance 
detection between vehicles, as shown in [5 - 7]. The reason distance between vehicles is 
desired is because a vehicle can keep track of its location with respect to its surrounding 
environment and avoid collisions. The distance between vehicles is especially desired for 
adaptive cruise control, because the vehicle could keep track of how far it is from the 
vehicle that is in front of it, and try to match speed when it is at a safe speed and distance. 
There are many different methods of attaining ADAS as shown through [7 – 12]. Through 
research, this thesis will focus on obtaining an ADAS through monocular vision (MV) and 
machine training (MT). It was found that there were multiple steps in attaining an ADAS; 
MV choice, image augmentation techniques, NN architecture and training, license plate 
localization system construction, and vehicle distance detecting; which is covered below. 
 
2.2: Perceiving of the Surrounding Environment  
 An AV needs to construct an accurate map of its surrounding environment to avoid 
collisions. Especially for a machine-controlled vehicle, it has to detect objects without false 
detections. As shown in Figure 2.1 [13], an AV has at least five different major sensors; 
Long-Range Radar, LiDAR, Camera, Short/Medium Range RADAR, and Ultrasound. As 
observed from Figure 2.1, the most concentrated section of sensors is at the front of the 
vehicle where the vehicle is most prone to causing a crash. Hence this thesis’ focus is 





Figure 2.1: Autonomous Vehicle Major Sensors [13] 
 
2.2.1: Comparison Between LiDAR and Camera  
The way a LiDAR operates is that it pulses a laser light that reflects off an object 
and back to the detector and the time-of-flight is then measured [14]. In contrast, cameras 
take reflections of light off of objects to create a 2D (two dimension) image; or two cameras 
can create 3D (three dimension) image, which is covered in this chapter. LiDARs, although 
advanced in their methodology, have high computation and financial cost. In contrast, a 
camera uses much less computation compared to a LiDAR, and its cost is much lower. 
Hence, the choice of a camera.  
When the choice of camera was made, considerations for the resolution of the 
camera were taken. Table 2.1 from [15] outlines the common resolutions used in camera 
vision today. One of the main focuses of this thesis is to allow this ADAS to be applicable 
for different types of technology and making the technology work together to produce an 
applicable product. Upon considering the different type of cameras resolutions, it was 






Table 2.1: Different Types of Camera Resolutions [15] 
Resolution Pixel Size Aspect Ratio 
SD (Standard Definition) – 480p 640 x 480 4:3 
HD (High Definition) – 720p 1280 x 720 16:9 
Full HD –1080p 1920 x 1080 16:9 
2K 2048 x 1152 1:1.77 
UHD (Ultra-High Definition) -- 2160p or 4k 3840 x 2160 16:9 
DCI 4K (Digital Cinema Initiatives) – 4k 4096 x 2160 1:1.9 
 
2.2.2: Comparison between Stereo Vision and Monocular Vision 
 Stereo Vision (SV) means that two cameras are used to view the environment in 
front of the vehicle; while MV means that only one camera is used to view the environment 
in front of the vehicle. With SV, it is much easier to obtain the distances of objects, as show 
in [10], [16 – 20]. For a MV to perceive the distance of objects, initially the camera has to 
be lined up with the horizontal plane, which is only practical in a perfect world, and 
calculations must be made to change the 2D plane coordinates into 3D. The reason a MV 
was used for this thesis is because it was desired to make this thesis applicable for users, 
and it can be modified to the user’s preferences.  
 MV was used in [5], [7], [11 – 12] and [21] where in all articles camera coordination 
systems were used to perceive 3D world as 2D. As shown in Figure 2.2, the 3D point 
labeled W(X, Y, Z) was converted and calculated as point M(U, V). Zc is the actual distance 
between the camera and the object. With the known variables of the focal length of the 
camera (f), the ratio of the physical width of object and the image pixels (Su), and the ratio 
of the physical length of object and image pixel (Sv), calculations can be made to perceive 
the 3D environment as 2D. Equation 2.1 and 2.2 are attaining the ui and vi placement of 




















≈ Zc                                                (2.3) 
 
In Table 2.2 is the comparison between articles [5 - 6], [11 – 12], and [21]. Only 
article [11] has discussed using a Machine Learning (ML) approach to help detect vehicles. 
In addition, it should be noted that [5 – 6] and [21] (which are more recent articles) have 
detected both the vehicle and the license plates to aid in getting an accurate distance 
detection. All of the articles mentioned in Table 2.2 used camera systems to be able to 













A Rough Vehicle Distance Measurement 
Method using Monocular Vision and License 
Plate (2015) [5]  
NO YES YES 
Vision-Based Vehicle Detection for a Driver 
Assistance System (2010) [6] 
NO YES YES 
3D Vehicle Sensor Based on Monocular Vision 
(2005) [11] 
AdaBoost YES NO 
Vision-Based ACC with a Single Camera: 
Bounds on Range and Range Rate Accuracy 
(2003) [12] 
NO YES NO 
Research of Vehicle Monocular Measurement 
System Based on Computer Vision (2013) [21] 
NO YES YES 
 
2.2.3: Advantage of using Monocular Vision to Perceive the Environment In-Front of 
the Vehicle 
 MV and SV has been compared in [22] and [23]. Since vision is a critical sensor 
for surrounding environment, it is important to choose a suitable camera setup system. In 
[22], MV and SV were compared on multiple datasets to aid probabilistic SLAM 
(simultaneous localization and mapping) systems. In addition, it proved that MV was as 
deliverable as SV, the only cost was the complexity of the algorithm. Article [23] has 
compared different scenarios of MV and SV; whether the cameras were calibrated or not. 
In comparison between [23] and [23], the calibrated cameras were more robust, and 
furthermore, the SV algorithm’s speed was comparable to real time.  
 For this research, accuracy of the algorithm is the main focus; while speed and 
complexity are not investigated thoroughly, hence, MV was chosen. This research is aimed 
to be applicable for many users and is set up to be manipulated for future applications, and 
modification. In conclusion, a single camera could possibly be the only requirement to 
attain the distance between two vehicles.  
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2.3: Data Processing  
 Data processing is critical because computers do not perceive images as human 
brains do. The computer perceives the image as sets of matrixes, containing the size of the 
image (in pixels) and its colors model. There are four different types of color models: RGB 
(red, green, blue), CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow), CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, black), 
and HSI (hue, saturation, intensity). RGB is most commonly used by Computer Vision 
(CV), while HSI is more common in human interpretation of color [24]. That being said, 
images are perceived by computers as 3D matricies and; the length and width is the size of 
the image (in pixels) and the depth is the color depth of color models. RGB is used in this 
thesis, making the depth of the images’ matrix be three, and when a pixel is zero, it is 
considered as which; and up to 255 being the darkest color of respected RGB pixel. There 
are multiple ways to process an image; this thesis analyzed two of them: image processing 
(IP) and MT, which is covered below.   
 
2.3.1: Image Processing  
 IP is a very popular technique for extracting certain data and information from 
images. There are many different techniques of IP, as shown in [5 – 8], [12], [21], [25 – 
39]. There are multiple types of image filtering, like applying color filters, Sobel and/or 
canny edge filter; as shown in [5], [25 – 27], and [33]. More advanced IP techniques include 
Gabor filter and Hough transform; as discussed in [28], [30], [35 – 39]. IP is applicable on 
RGB images and grayscale, single colour depth images. All of these different types of IP 
have their own advantages and disadvantages. From a State-of-the-Art Review article [27], 
Table 2.3 is borrowed to compare different methods of IP. As can be seen from Table 2.3, 
there are many different methods of extracting license plates from images. From 
inspection, it can be concluded that each extraction method on its own is not that efficient, 
but when merged together, these extraction methods could cancel out each other’s cons. 
Considering this research’s focus is to use only one camera, image process is critical 
because through the view of that single camera, the system would have to perceive the 
distances of other vehicles.  
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Table 2.3: Pros and Cons of Each Class of License Plate Extraction Methods [27] 





The boundary of 
license plate is 
rectangular. 
Many libraries of 
edge detections and 
optimized algorithms 
already exist. 
Sensitive to unwanted 
straight edges (ex. 
bumper of the 





Find a connected 
object whose 
dimension is like a 
license plate. 
Independent of the 
license plate position 
in image. 





transition on license 
plate. 
Be able to detect 
even if the boundary 
is deformed. 
Computationally 
complex when there 
are many edges. 
Using color 
features 
Specific color on 
license plate. 




RGB is limited to 
illumination 
condition, HLS is 




There must be 
characters on the 
license plate. 
Robust to rotational 
characters in the 
image (meaning the 
license plate could 
be rotated). 
Time consuming 
(processing all binary 
objects), produce 
detection errors when 
other text in the 
image. 
 
2.3.2: Machine Training  
 MT started with the rise of AI. It wasn’t until 2006, when Deep Learning (DL) was 
introduced by Hinton, mimicking the human brain by building layers of neural networks 
(NNs) as the machine “learns”. AI’s main intention is to mimic the human brain. With a 
set of neurons the machine would be able to take in a certain input, and according to the 
constructed NN, make a decision dependent to the neurons of the machine. Figure 2.3 
outlines the similarities between a human neuron and a machine neuron [40]. A human 
neuron consists of three major components: dendrites, cell body, and axon. Dendrites are 
the inputs for the neuron’s cell body, receiving electrical impules and hormones from axons 
of other neurons. The cell body is where the neuron makes the decision of the electrical 
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impules it wants to send out through which axon, depending on the input from the 
dentrities. In the human brain, there is on average 100 billion neurons connected to each 
other though dendrites and axons. [41] Similarly, in a machine’s brain, the dendrites are 
where the machine takes weighted inputs, and calculates the desired output, which is 
processed through an activation function, and then either send out to next layer of NN, or 
it is an output. The equation of a NN process is shown in Figure 2.3 [40], as Xo being the 
input to the synapose of weight Wo, by which the input is multiplied. Following is the 
summation of the inputs and the weights’ multiplications and an added bias, which 
produces the final output from that neuron.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: Neural Network Comparison between Human and Machine [40] 
 
As it can be seen, MT and NNs has been around for a while; as shown in [8 – 11], 
[37], [39], [42 – 48]. Table 2.4 contains few articles for major comparison; the articles were 
chosen according to their effectiveness of delivering information and their reliability. As 
can be seen from the table below, the majority of accurate literature review done 
concerning DL and/or MT is written within the last decade, meaning that this topic of 
research is still new. One major note concerning MT is that it needs a GPU (graphics 
processing unit) to process extensive amounts of data at reasonable time, and in the future, 
at real-time. The main difference between CPUs (central processing units) and GPUs is 
that CPUs usually consist of few cores (usually about four), with big cache memory to 
linearly execute instructions; while, GPUs contains hundreds or thousands of cores that 
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simultaneously execute instructions [49]. Furthermore, from inspecting Table 2.4, the 
different types of NNs include (but are not limited to) CNN (convolution neural network), 
KNN (K-nearest neighbor), ELM (extreme learning machine), and CUDA (computer 
unified device architecture; acronym was dropped by Nvidia). Each of these NNs contain 
their own advantages and disadvantages but are effectively overall the same since their 
accuracy rate is comparable.  
 








A Comparative Study of Open 
Source Deep Learning 
Framework (2018) [8] 




Automatic Vehicle Identification 
System using Machine Learning 
and Robot Operating System 
(ROS) (2017) [9] 
YES 
(OpenCV) 
NO YES (K-NN) 94.52% 
Chinese Vehicle License Plate 
Recognition using Kernal-Based 
Extreme Learning Machine with 
Deep Convolutional Features 
(2017) [44] 
NO YES YES (ELM 
and CNN) 
91.07% 
Deep Learning System for 
Automatic License Plate 




NO YES (CNN) 94.8% 
Evaluating the Power Efficiency 
of Deep Learning Inference on 










License Plate Recognition 
Application using Extreme 
Learning Machine (2014) [37] 




2.3.3: Advantages of using Machine Training for Data Extraction  
 As can be seen from Table 2.3, IP has many disadvantages, even when a hybrid 
(multiple IP techniques used together) model is created because of its complexity and 
limitations. There are many everyday conditions that would cause noise in the images, 
making the extraction of license plates difficult, and possibly inaccurate. While with a MT 
model, a computer could be trained to accurately detect license plates in many different 
environmental conditions. Furthermore, MT have been proven to be more accurate than IP, 
as shown in Table 2.4. The process of IP would have to run on each individual image, while 
a trained machine would process the images through its NN just once to create a successful 
model that would quickly determine whether a certain object is present in a given image or 
not. 
 
2.4: Distance Detection 
 There are multiple different methods of distance detection between vehicles already 
existing, with systems like ADAS. Current ADAS provide adaptive cruise control, 
collision avoidance, pedestrian crash avoidance mitigation, incorporate traffic warnings, 
connect to smartphones, alert driver to other cars or danger, lane departure warning system, 
automatic lane centering, and show what is in blind spots; as mentioned in [50]. When 
measuring distances between vehicles, accuracy becomes more critical as the vehicles’ 
speed increases. For example, if a vehicle is traveling at a constant speed of 100km/hr, in 
perspective its traveling 27.7meters ever second. Computers for AV have to be constructed 
to calculate and make decisions within one-third a second limit of real-time or less for 
safety of the vehicle and surrounding environment. 
 
2.4.1: Vehicle Detection  
 Vehicle detection is a very popular method for applying ADAS. As shown in [5], 
[6], [9 – 12], [16], [21], [39] [47], vehicle detection was applied to attain distance between 
vehicles. IP was used to detect vehicles in [6], [10 – 12], [16], [21], [39], [47], and MT was 
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used in [9]. Both IP and MT were used in [39], and [47], which had higher accuracy rates, 
but longer processing time. Through vehicle detection, it would not provide an accurate 
distance detection, since the size of different vehicle models are not the same.  
 
2.4.2: License Plate Detection 
 License plate detection was more common, appearing in the following articles: [5 
– 7], [21], [25 – 29], [33], [35 – 38], [42 – 43], [45]. As can be seen through articles [5 – 
7], [21], [25 – 27], [33], [35 – 36], [43], IP techniques were used to attain the location of 
the license plates. From noise in the images, it would be hard to extract the license plate in 
every scenario. In articles [28 – 29], [37], [42], [45] MT was used to attain the location of 
the license plate in the image, increasing the accuracy rates significantly.  
 
2.4.3: Advantages of License Plate Detection for Distance Detection  
 The main advantage of detecting license plates in comparison to detecting vehicles 
for calculating the distance between vehicles is that license plates are always a constant 
size in North America; while vehicle size is always changing. Upon research, Table 2.5 
outlines the average length, width and height of vehicles, from [51]. As can be observed 
from Table 2.5, vehicles width and height could range from 1.446m to 1.837m for height 
and 1.729m to 1.942m for width; it’s hard to determine the distance of an object that has a 
variety of sizes. Furthermore, Table 2.5 does not include motorcycles and trucks which 
have a much wider range compared to regular vehicles. The different variety of vehicles is 
large, making it difficult to create an algorithm using vehicles to detect an accurate 
distance. However, license plates are the same size within all of North America. Table 2.6 
compares articles that detected vehicles and license plates, showing that both methods of 
detections have similar accuracies. In Table 2.6, the articles with an asterisk concerning 
the distance detected. Upon trying to find articles or journal papers concerning detecting 
the distances between vehicles, it was concluded that this is not a popular topic of research. 
In [5], [6], [21] it was researched to detect both the license plates and the vehicles in aiding 
detection and/or distance of vehicles. Detecting both the license plates and the vehicles 
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understandably obtained higher accuracy, but when applied simultaneously the processing 
time increased as shown in [6]. Furthermore, on average from Table 2.6, the accuracy of 
detecting license plates is 93.8%, while the accuracy of detecting full vehicles is 90.275%. 
The averages of the detection rates of the vehicles and the license plates come to show that 
license plates are easier to detect, even though they are small compared to the vehicle. 
Upon future research on [5], and [6], it was discovered that both articles used image 
processing techniques to detect the license plates and the distance using the license plates. 
Also, articles [6], [16], and [21] used image processing techniques to detect the distances 
of the vehicles. Hence, this thesis focus will be to detect license plates, which is a static 
size, using an artificial neural network to contribute a new topic to the academia field.  
 
Table 2.5: Vehicle Sizes [51] 
Size Type Average Size (meters - LxWxH) 
Small Cars (ex: Toyota Yaris) 3.997x1.729x1.477 
Compact Cars (ex: Ford Focus) 4.321x1.791x1.457 
Family Cars (ex: Honda Civic) 4.568x1.798x1.446 























Vision-Based Vehicle Detection for a Driver 
Assistance System (2011) [6] ** 
81.6% 
Distance  
94% Distance  
A Rough Vehicle Distance Measurement Method 
Using Monocular Vision and License Plate (2015) [5] 
** 
 (0.8m) 
Building an Automatic Vehicle License-Plate 
Recognition System (2005) [28] 
 97% 
Deep Representation and Stereo Vision Based Vehicle 
Detection (2015) [10] 
98%  
Stereo Vision-Based Vehicle Detection (2000) [16] ** 90% (1.5m)  
Research of Vehicle Monocular Measurement System 




HSI Color Based Vehicle License Plate Detection 
(2008) [33] 
 89% 
License Plate Character Segmentation Based on the 
Gabor Transform and Vector Quantization (2003) [35] 
 98% 
License Plate Detection using Gabor Filter Banks and 
Texture Analysis (2011) [36] 
 92.5% 
On-Road Vehicle Detection Using Gabor Filters and 
Support Vector Machines (2002) [39] 
95%  
Appearance-Based Brake-Lights Recognition Using 
Deep Learning and Vehicle Detection (2016) [52] 
89%  
An Autonomous License Plate Detection Method 
(2009) [53] 
 96% 
A Pattern-Based Directional Element Extraction 
Method for Vehicle License Plate Detection in 
Complex Background (2011) [54] 
 96.5% 
Vehicle License Plate Detection in Images (2010) [55]  87.4% 
Vision-Based Vehicle Detection and Inter-Vehicle 
Distance Estimation (2012) [56] 
84.6%  
A Real-Time Visual-Based Front-Mounted Vehicle 
Collision Warning System (2013) [57] 
88%  
 
2.5: Related Work   
 A summary of related works covered in [5 – 7], [10], [16], [20 – 21], [29], [37], 
[45] is outlined in Table 2.7. Key words used in Table 2.7 are as follows: MV is Monocular 
Vision, SV is Stereo Vision, IP is Image Processing, MT is Machine Training, and Cal. is 
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calculated. As can be seen, a great deal different research has been done concerning 
attaining vehicle distance using MV and MT for license plate detection. The focus of this 
research is to detect the location of the license plate, and according to size of the license 
plate, determine the distance of that vehicle.   
 
Table 2.7a: Summary of Related Works 
















Cal. MT  
IP MT IP MT 
S. Y. W. 
Wang, W. D. 
Y. Li      
(2015) [5] 




F. Li (2011) 
[6] 








H. T. Vu, T.-
T. Tang 
(2014) [7] 
 X X  X  X  Accuracy of 
98.2%. Inter-
Communication 
system was also 
used to perceive 
surrounding 
environment.  
Y. Yang, D. 
Li, Z. D      
(2017) [45] 









Table 2.7b: Summary of Related Works 

















IP MT IP MT 
Y. Cai, H. 
Wang, X. 
Chen, L. 
Chen     
(2015) [10] 




A. Broggi, A. 
Fascioli,  S. 
Nichele 
(2003) [16] 
 X X    X  Tracked vehicles. 
J.-T. Xue, S.-
P. Xu, S.-M. 
Wang  
(2013) [21] 
X  X  X    Accuracy of 96%. 
Z. Selmi, M. 
B. Halima, 
A. M. Alimi 
(2017) [29] 






















From the table above, the combination of perceiving the surrounding environment 
using MV, detecting license plates using MT, and attaining distance between vehicles using 
calculations type of research has not been constructed yet. This thesis has aimed to attain 
an accuracy of 90% or greater, which was surpassed. Furthermore, the majority of the 
articles mentioned in Table 2.7 have only proven the theoretical approach concerning their 
research topic, hence this thesis focuses on attaining an applicable approach of this ADAS 
system. This thesis topic will be a good contribution to the academia society concerning 
testing MV efficiency when integrated with a NN model.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Description of Work  
 This chapter will cover the steps that were taken to complete this thesis, which is 
shown in the block diagram in Figure 3.1. This thesis consists of three major steps: 
1) obtaining a sufficient dataset that would aid in constructing a robust machine 
trained model, 
2) constructing a sufficient NN to train the machine with the dataset,  
3) and putting together a localization and distance detection algorithms.  
These steps are covered in depth in this chapter, along with additional steps required to 
successfully replicate this project.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Thesis Flowchart 
 
3.1: Obtaining a Dataset 
In this thesis, a Nikon 1 J1 camera was used for MV. To achieve HD 1280x720 
pixels for the images; the images were taken through the “movie” setting. It also contained 
CMOS Image Sensor, which was not used, but could be used for future applications. The 
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file data-type was a compressed 12-bit NEF (Nikon Electronic Format) RAW data. More 
specs concerning the camera used in this thesis can be found in [58]. The first set of images 
were taken in the University of Windsor’s Centre of Engineering and Innovation parking 
lot with the mentioned camera and settings. Figure 3.2 shows the distance and location the 
camera was placed for the images taken of the vehicles. The images were taken at distances 
of 2m, 4m, 6m, 8m, 10m, 15m, 20m, 25m, and 30m. In addition, pictures were taken at the 
same distances at angles 30° and 45° on left and right sides, where directly looking at the 
vehicle is 0°, as outlined in Figure 3.2. With seven different vehicles, 267 images were 
taken, according to the distances mentioned and labeled according to their location. For 
example, Figure 3.3 is labelled as “car1_4_45L.JPG” which states that the image is of car 
#1, at a distance of 4m and at an angle of 45° from the left side.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Layout of First Data-Set Image Taking 
 
 
Figure 3.3: car1_4_45L.JPG 
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During training a NN, it was realized that the current data set was not sufficient 
because the error rates barely went below a validation accuracy level of 60%, even after 
more than thirty epochs; hence more images of license plates were obtained from online, 
to be collaborated with the original data-set images. Certain amounts of images were taken 
from the sites mentioned in Table 3.1. It was checked that there is no copyright violation 
occurring when taking these images. A disadvantage of the online website images is that it 
did not label the license plates’ distance from the camera which is needed for this thesis. A 
great advantage about the following websites is that it contained license plate images from 
every province and state from Canada, United States of America, and Mexico. This vast 
variety of license plates aids in making the NN robust, and more applicable all-over North 
America.  
 
Table 3.1: Images taken from Online Websites 
Website Number of Images 
License Plate Mania [59] 647 
The US 50 [60] 50 
Olav’s License Plate Pictures [61] 217 
Plates-Spotting [62] 255 
License Plates of the World [63] 4054 
Total 5223 
 
3.2: Software Installation and Setup  
To conduct the development of this research, GPUs and various Python packages 
were used. Initial work was done on a Linux server, but later was transferred onto a 
Windows computer. Table 3.2 covers the specs of the Linux server and the Windows OS 
computer used. The next sub-sections cover the required major software used, installation, 





Table 3.2: Specs of Used Computers 
System Specs Linux Operating System Windows Operating System 
Product Alienware Aurora R6 Asus Republic of Gamers GL753VD 
Type Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS Microsoft Windows 10 Home 
Architecture X86_64 X64-based PC 
Processor Intel® Core™ i7-7700K CPU 
@ 4.20GHZ, 2400MHZ, 8 
Cores 
Intel® Core™ i7-7700HQ CPU @ 
2.80GHZ, 2808MHZ, 4 Cores 
Graphics 
Card 
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 
RAM 16.0 GB 16.0 GB 
Memory Size 2 TB HDD 1 TB HDD 
 
3.2.1: OpenCV 
 OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open source python 
package containing libraries for CV and ML [64]. It was used in this thesis for CV, since 
it had reliable algorithms for image processing. Minor errors and problems were resolved 
through Google searches. 
 
3.2.1.1: OpenCV on Linux – Ubuntu 16.04 
Instructions from [65] were used to install OpenCV 3.4.4 onto Ubuntu 16.04. 
Following the instructions to install OpenCV, the required OS libraries (which includes 
cmake build) had to be installed initially, followed by python libraries. After installing 
required packages, OpenCV and OpenCV_Contib’s githubs were installed, and built to be 
used.  
 
3.2.1.2: OpenCV on Windows 10 
Similarly, [66] was used to install OpenCV 3 onto Windows 10. The required 
applications included: Visual Studio 2015, CMake, and Anaconda. The installation process 
for Windows is much lengthier and complicated. Anaconda installation is covered in the 
next sub-section, since it is one of the mainly used components.  
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3.2.2: Anaconda and Jupyter Notebook 
 Anaconda is a free platform for python programming language in an organized 
environment. It supports virtual environments, which helps to keep different, conflicting 
projects separated. Appendix A has all environments listed, along with the installation 
command lines to install the libraries to the currently used environment. One of the 
applications provided by Anaconda is Jupyter Notebook, which allows for the creation of 
live code in virtual environments. The meaning of live code is that individual sections of 
the code can be run without having to run the whole code.  
 Installation of Anaconda on Windows was already covered in the previous 
subsection. For installing Anaconda on Linux, initially the latest Anaconda Linux Installer 
was installed from Anaconda distribution website. The installation process mentioned in 
[67] was followed with minor modifications to match the version installed and pathway 
names on the used computer.  
 
3.2.3: Tensorflow-GPU  
 Tensorflow is a platform for building a NN. Keras is an application that can be used 
with tensorflow, making common neural network architecture (NNA) easier to code. Even 
more, Tensorboard is created by tensorflow to help keep track of the NN as it trains. 
Instructions to install tensorflow that is compatible with GPU is found at [68]. The process 
of installing Tensorflow compatible with Nvidia GPU includes downloading CUDA and 
cuDNN toolkits, which is covered in the instructions mentioned above.  
 
3.2.4: GitHub  
 Microsoft created an online hosting service for code called GitHub. Using git 
commands, the directory is easily uploaded onto the online repository. This thesis is saved 




3.3: Image Calibration 
 To be able to have an accurate measurement, calibration of the camera is required, 
especially for MV. The most common way of calibrating a camera is through a camera 
matrix that is constructed from taken images of a chessboard and adjusting to it to have a 
flat board. When the original raw images were taken, image calibration had to be taken into 
consideration. The majority of cameras have a significant and constant radial and tangential 
distortion. Radial distortion makes straight lines appear to be curved and can be solved by 
Equations 3.1a and 3.1b for x and y lines respectfully. Tangential distortion occurs when 
the camera lenses are not aligned perfectly parallel to the image plane and can be solved 
by Equations 3.2a and 3.2b for horizontal and vertical lines. Through observing Equations 
3.1 and 3.2, it can be seen that the distortion coefficients are (k1, k2, k3, p1, p2). Furthermore, 
a camera matrix is needed to highlight the focal length (fx, fy) and the optical centers (cx, 
cy), which is shown as Equation 3.3.[69]. The code for the camera calibration is covered in 
Appendix B, Camera_Calibration.py and its virtual environment is called ‘calibration’. The 
code for calibrating raw images is shown in Appendix C and is called 
Calibrate_Raw_Images.py. The code Calibrate_Raw_Images.py, is in ‘calibration’ 
environment as well, loading a pickle-file; which was created by running 
Camera_Calibration.py, which saves the camera’s matrix in pickle format file.  
 
𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥(1 + 𝑘1𝑟
2 + 𝑘2𝑟
4 + 𝑘3𝑟
6)                             (3.1a) 
𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑦(1 + 𝑘1𝑟
2 + 𝑘2𝑟
4 + 𝑘3𝑟
6)                             (3.1b) 
 
𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥 + [2𝑝1𝑥𝑦 + 𝑝2(𝑟
2 + 2𝑥2)]                             (3.2a) 
𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑦 + [2𝑝2𝑥𝑦 + 𝑝1(𝑟
2 + 2𝑦2)]                             (3.2b) 
 




]                                     (3.3) 
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3.4: Data Augmentation  
The next step is to expand the current dataset to help train a robust NN. Data 
augmentation is a popular method of multiplying a current dataset. [70] covered the 
common methods of augmentation including flipping, rotating, and adding gaussian noise 
to the image.  Upon more research, it was concluded that more images were needed, hence 
editing the images’ contrast and saturation as shown in [71].  
Data Augmentation code is written in two separate files to help keep the main code 
from getting too cluttered. The Data Augmentation Main code (Appendix D) contains a 
‘test_data’ option. If the test_data() option is labeled true, it would plot all different types 
of data augmentation for the user to compare, using a function from the other code. 
Furthermore, the main code also allows the user to input which data augmentation is 
desired given the options of flipped image, rotated image, added salt and pepper noise to 
the image, and modified contrast and brightness (saturate) of the image. When the user 
choses the desired augmentation, it is recommended that the next part of the main code is 
modified, which states the different degrees of modification of the images. The angle of 
rotating the image, the amount of salt and pepper noise to be added to the image, and its 
salt to pepper ratio, and the amount of contrast and brightness they wish to modify the 
images. The user may input as many conditions desired from any of the augmentations. 
The next part of the main code then calls on the functions from the other code, to apply 
these data augmentations.  
The second file of code for the Data Augmentation codes is the 
Data_Augmentation_Functions.py code (Appendix E) which contains all required 
functions. The first function is the test_data, which reads in one image and applies different 
augmentations on it and prints it for the user. The next functions are flipping_image, 
rotating_image, salt_pepper_image, and saturate_contrast_image, which augment the 
images just as their titles present. Both of the data augmentation codes are useable in the 




3.5: Neural Network  
 To construct an artificial neural network (ANN), four steps were taken: 
1. Understanding theory and different architectures/methods of NNs.  
2. Getting the datasets together and loaded properly into the NN without overloading 
the computer.  
3. Training the NN (also known as ML) and saving the model. 
4. Testing the NN with images it has not seen before.  
These steps are discussed in greater details in the next sub-sections in this chapter. 
 
3.5.1: Theory of Neural Networks  
ANNs are created to mimic the human brain’s nervous system, a human neuron is 
the basic building block of the nervous system and is shown in Figure 3.4. As shown in the 
image of the human neuron, the main connections that this cell has are the dendrites and 
the axons. The dendrites read in the ‘data’ as small electrical impulses. Inside of the cell 
body, it does the ‘calculations’ to decide the type of electrical impulses to release from the 
axons. [72] Then, to get a message from the brain to a certain muscle group, a small 
electrical impulse jump between neuron cells from the brain to the muscle group is needed. 
Similarly, with ANNs, the idea of AI was constructed from the idea of how the 
electrical impulse traversed selectively between neurons. The ANN takes 𝑋0 as input and 
applies 𝑊0⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   weights to it, producing 𝑋1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   as output, as shown in Equation 3.4. The next layer 
takes the 𝑋1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   as the input and applies 𝑊1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   weights to it, and sums with 𝐵1 bias, to produce 
an output of 𝑋2⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  , as shown in equation 3.5. The number of hidden layers a NN may contain 
determines the number of times equation 3.5 will be repeatedly used, as shown in Figure 
3.5. The final layer of the NN will have an activation operation applied to the final 
summation of the hidden layers. Equation 3.8 shows sigmoid activation, which produces 
either a 0 or 1 output. If the user needs more than two outputs from the NN, SoftMax 
operation can be used. The input layer is the layer that takes in the image input. Each 
consecutive layer after the input layer is called a hidden layer. Finally, the output layer is 
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the layer that produces the final network output. This is a basic explanation of the theory 
of ANNs, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Human Neuron Cell Diagram [73] 
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3 + 𝐵3 = 𝑌       ⇒         𝑋3⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   𝑊3⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  + 𝐵





                                                    (3.8) 
 
3.5.2: Architecture of Neural Networks 
 For the application of ANN onto computers, there are many different types of 
architecture approaches that can be used to build a proper model. This thesis focuses on a 
Deep Feed Forward Neural Network, as can be seen in Figure 3.6 [74]. An observation that 
can be made concerning a deep feed forward neural network is that it has multiple inputs 





Figure 3.6: Deep Feed Forward Neural Network [74] 
 
One of the basic operations of a NN is convolution. To help understand 
convolution, it is recommended to remember that computers view images as matrices of 
values. The way 2D convolution works is that a small matrix, called a kernel, with certain 
values slides over the original image, producing a new image. A brief example of 
convoluting a 12x12 image is shown in Figure 3.7. Convoluting an image could be applied 
in multiple different ways; the kernel size can be modified, the weights of the kernel can 
also be modified, number of windows it slides over can be modified, or as the kernel slides 
over the edges of the image it could pad it with either 1s or 0s, which helps keep the original 





Figure 3.7: Example of Convolution of Image 
 
In addition, in this NN there are flattening and max-pooling operations, where it 
pools each matrix, as shown in Figure 3.8 [75]. For a NN architecture that includes multiple 
images, it will all be stacked, creating a larger flattened vector, as show in Figure 3.9 [75].  
 
 





Figure 3.9: Example of Flattening Operation onto Numerous Input Image [75] 
 
 Furthermore, the NN contains an operation called dropout, where according to the 
percentage, it drops that many random weights, as shown in Figure 3.10 [76]. Dropouts are 
useful in making the NN more robust by dropping some unnecessary weights that might 
have been just slowing the NN down. There is no set percentage of how much dropout the 
NN needs to apply, small dropout percentage will not show any difference until many 
epochs, while a high dropout percentage can possibly corrupt the NN.  
 
 
Figure 3.10: Dropout Application [76] 
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Finally, an activation layer is added to determine the output of a DL model. There 
are more than seven types of activation functions, but the main two that are used to 
construct this NN were ReLU (rectified linear unit) and sigmoid, as shown in Figure 3.11, 
which is a good comparison between sigmoid and ReLU activation layers’ graphs and 
functions [77]. A ReLU activation layer is used within the hidden layers to help smooth 
out the outputs from the summation of the weights of each layer; while a sigmoid activation 
layer is usually placed at the end of the NN to provide a single number for the prediction.  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Comparison between Sigmoid and ReLU 
 
3.5.3: Obtaining and Loading Large Dataset without Overloading a Device  
 One of the ways of loading the dataset into a NN is to load all of the images into 
the computer’s memory. The used computer has on average 16GB of designated memory 
drive (RAM), while a large dataset of over 200,000 images can be over 2GB of memory 
when loaded as a dataset along with their respective NN label. The problem is when the 
NN is constructed, it could use up to 12GB of RAM from its extensive complexity; which 
in turn would over-load the computer with the loaded dataset as well and cause it to crash. 
The main way to overcome the problem of overloading the computer with a large dataset 
is to load the pathway of the dataset, and its labels of images into an excel file. The NN 
code will load batches of images and train the network with those few images from the 
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excel file, recording the final weights in the NN’s history. The NN will go through all of 
the images, to complete each epoch, updating the weights for each batch and epochs. The 
code in Appendix F: CSV_Maker.py, which is located in the ‘neural_network’ 
environment, is the code used to create the excel (csv) file for the NN to read in batches.  
 
3.5.4: Training the Neural Network (also known as Machine Training), and Saving 
the Final Model 
 The complication of training a NN is choosing the architecture of the NN needed 
to successfully train the model. This section of the algorithm consisted of much trial and 
error to understand what would work best for training images. Appendix G covers the basic 
requirements needed for the NN and also contains the final neural architecture used for the 
rest of this thesis. The algorithm in Appendix G is called Final_Neural_Network.py, which 
is located in the ‘neural_network’ environment. As can be seen from that algorithm, it is 
set up for the user to try different types of NNAs, using different dropout levels, 
convolution layers, dense layers, and sizes.  
 
3.5.5: Testing the Neural Network with New Data 
 The next step is to test the accuracy of the constructed NN by testing it with images 
it has not processed before. As shown in appendix H: Neural_Network_Tester.py in the 
‘neural_network’ environment is used to test the NN and outputs the percentage of its 
accuracy. This algorithm is critical and different from the verification algorithm that is 
already built-in the Final_Neural_Network.py because it gives the user a better perspective 




3.6: Detecting Location and Distance of a License Plate from a Raw 
Image 
 After completing the NN, the next step is to read in raw images from the camera 
and use localization and distance detection algorithms. The localization algorithm contains 
sliding window, heatmap, and bounding box algorithms to help discern the location of the 
license plate in the raw image. The distance detection algorithm is an algorithm that 
determines the distance according to the number of pixels that are detected for a license 
plate and prints that distance on the image next to detected license plate.  
 
3.6.1: License Plate Detection  
One of the common methods to detect the location of an object in the image is to 
use a sliding window that slides throughout the image with different sizes, testing each 
small image through the NN model. The sliding window is time and processing consuming, 
hence it had to be modified to help speed it up. A popular way to help speed up the sliding 
window process is by defining where it should “look” for the object. When considering the 
calculation of the car directly in front of the camera, the license plate would be located in 
the middle of the y-axal plane of the image; hence bounds are set from 250 pixels to 360 
pixels, out of the 0 to 720 pixels y-range. If the image in the current sliding window is 
considered as a positive for a license plate from the NN model, the algorithm will box that 
image. The boxed image will go through a heatmap algorithm that will create a heatmap 
according to the number of boxes detected in one section of the image. Next, the heatmap 
image is processed through a threshold, which is set to 5 overlapping detections to help 
eliminate false detections and focuses on the main detection. With the final detections, the 
image is processed through a bounding box algorithm, which would draw a box around the 
main heat areas of the heatmap. The algorithm that is used to locate the license plate in the 
image is show in Appendix I, and it’s called License_Plate_Localization.py, which is 
located in the ‘neural_network’ environment. This algorithm returns the image where the 




3.6.2: Distance of Detected License Plate  
 After detecting the location of the license plate in a raw image, the next step is to 
detect the distance of the vehicle according to the size of the license plate. The license plate 
size is 6x12 inches (15.24x30.48 cm), giving it a 1:2 ratio for every calculation of its size. 
With 360 images (90 raw images, and data augmented images), 12 images for every meter 
distances from 1 m to 30 m, it was possible to create a dataset of the size of the license 
plate is at every meter. Through counting the number of pixels as the size of the plate, 
according to distance, the graph in Figure 3.12 is produced. The size of the license plate 
ranged from 320 pixels to 5 pixels on average when measured. As it can be seen in the 
graph, as the camera moved away from the license plate, the size of the plate decreased, 
but in an unexpected exponential manner. Due to the nature of raw data, it was feasible to 
convert it into a non-linear equation without much error; hence the algorithm used to detect 
the distance of the license plate is an extensive ‘if else if’ algorithm. The algorithm used to 
determine the distance of the license plate localized in the image is shown in Appendix J, 
and it is called License_Plate_Distance_Detector.py, which is located in the 





Figure 3.12: Distance VS. License Plate Size (in Pixels) Graph 
 
3.7: Summary 
 The last set of code brings together the NN and the distance detection algorithm, 
and creates a black-box type of algorithm that takes in raw images and produces an image 
with the detected license plate along with the distance. The main algorithm is called 
Main_NN_LP_Detection.py, which is shown in Appendix K and it is located in the 
neural_network environment. As can be seen, it just calls in the functions of the other 
algorithms. It is setup so that the user would only have to modify the variables in 

























Chapter 4: Simulation and Results  
 Chapter four covers the results obtained from simulating the methodology that was 
discussed in chapter three. The results are broken into three different subsections: data 
gathering, MT, and localization and distance detection. The final subsection summarizes 
the final model and its results.  
 
4.1: Data Gathering 
 Through data gathering, a total of 267 raw images were taken. With different data 
augmentation, the total number of license plate images was about 6,000, making it a 12,000 
image dataset. Upon training a NN, the 12,000 image, dataset was deemed to be insufficent 
for the machine to accurately determine whether an image is a license plate or not, hence 
more images were obtained from online. A total of 5,223 images of license plates were 
downloaded from the internet, which included plates from all of North America, making 
the NN robust to different looking plates. After data augmentation, about 100,000 images 
of license plates were attained, creating a dataset of about 200,000 images. Data 
augmentation is an excellent way to artificially introduce a NN to potential noise that the 
machine would have to overcome when used.  
 
4.1.1: Data Augmentation 
 The codes in Appendix D and E, Data_Augmentation_Main.py and 
Data_Augmentation_Functions.py, outline how each of the data augmentations were used 
in this thesis. The most common weather condition in Canada and northern United States 
of America (USA) during the winter seasons is snow. A ‘salt and pepper’ algorithm was 
used to help mimic snowy conditions, and any other noise that could be present. Also, 
depending on the quality of the cameras, during sunny days it could absorb too much light 
while recording, causing the image to be over saturated. During night conditions a camera 
could possibly not have enough light to properly take an image, causing it to be contrasted. 
Another way images can be augmented to create a larger dataset is by flipping them and 
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rotating them. A computer does not process images as a human’s brain does but views them 
as arrays of numbers for each pixel, therefore any shift or modification to an image makes 
the computer believe that it is viewing a new image. One of the testing function algorithms 
created in the image augmentation code is the ‘test_data()’ algorithm, where it tests all data 
augmentation functions with different scenarios, as shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.3. As can be 
seen from these figures below, it shows the user the different augmentation types that could 
be applied and how it would affect the outcome of the image. This thesis used data 
augmentation functions to flip the image, add salt and pepper to the image, rotate the image, 
saturate the image, and contrast the image as ways to augment the data. The different types 
of augmentation could also be mixed together to give very modified images, but the user 
should be cautious not to overly modify the dataset because it would distort the license 
plate and that could corrupt the images. Different types of data augmentation could also be 
used to help attain a wide variety of images. After data augmenting the images, it is highly 
recommended to view the dataset again, to make sure the images are not too corrupted or 









Figure 4.2: Examples of Data Augmentation (Salt-Pepper Noise) 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Examples of Data Augmentation (Saturation and Contrast Modification) 
 
4.2: Machine Training 
The next step in creating the license plate detector for this thesis is to start training 
the NN with the gathered dataset. This thesis’ approach of training a NN is to construct the 
NN architecture to be sufficient in detecting license plates. After selecting the architecture 
of the NN, it was tested to compare its accuracy to it’s lose. One of the best ways to test a 
NN is by comparing it with multiple different architectural NNs and viewing which NN 
has the best accuracy levels. After training and comparing the NNs, a few NNs would be 




4.2.1: Different Neural Network Architectures 
The algorithm Final_Neural_Network.py in appendix G constructs multiple NNs 
with different architectures within a single code compile. The different NNAs will be saved 
within each loop, and the computer’s memory buffer will be cleared between each loop to 
aid in the prevention of a computer overload. This algorithm runs a loop of many different 
types of NNAs to make it easier to compare each one, through Tensorboard. Tensorboard 
has functionality that offers graphical comparison between different architectures and 
achieved accuracy and losses for each epoch. Although Tensorflow offers many different 
types of layers to help construct a NN, this thesis focused on convolution, maxpooling, 
dropout, flatten, and dense layers. These different layers were the basis of comparison 
between NNs, allowing for 108 different NNs to be compared. To simplify the procedure 
of comparing that many NNs, Appendix L has shown all of the NNs progress over 10 
epochs in comparative manner. The comparative graphs in Appendix L have been set up 
in tables, where the columns are according to accuracy and loss and the rows are according 
to the NN number of convolution layers. Each table has the name of the number of dropout 
percentage, and dense layers.  They also include three different hidden layer sizes, which 
are labeled in the legend in the top right corner of each table.  
Graphically evaluating a NN is sufficient in determining whether a NN has 
overfitted or is too erratic to stably train. A NN is considered overfitted when its learning 
rate is too large for the NN to train any more accurately, although a local maximum in 
accuracy does not imply desired accuracy has been. Upon observing the NN’s graphs, it 
could be stated that as the dropout rate increases, the unpredictability of the NN becomes 
greater. As shown in Table 4.1 (from Table L.12) the conv2 loss epoch, size128 suddenly 
jumped from a loss of less than 20% to a loss greater than 90% from 6 to 7th epoch. 
Moreover, although unpredictable, some of the 40% dropout graphs show possible 
potential of success for the NN. As shown in Table 4.1 (from Table L.12), conv4, accuracy 
and loss epochs, where size 32 and (from Table L.11) conv4, accuracy and loss epochs, 
where size 64 initially starts with decreasing accuracy (and increasing loss), but after a few 
epochs has a semi-stable and potential for those NNs. A comparison that has not made a 
difference in the accuracy and loss levels is the dense layers. The comparison that was used 
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to make the design decisions is the convolution levels. A good example of the effect of the 
number of convolution layers is shown in Table 4.2 (from Table L.4). When the 
convolution layers increase it can be seen that the accuracy levels also increase; as the 
convolution layers increase, the losses of the epochs start at a lower rate. An interesting 
comparison between the sizes of the hidden layers has be made, where it was hypothesized 
that as the size of the hidden layer increases, the accuracy of the NN would also increase 
which has proven not to always be true. As shown in Table 4.3 (from Table L.10), it can 
be seen at convolution layers 3 and 4, size 32 has a better accuracy rate than size 64. A 
correlation could be made between the convolution number of layers, the size of those 
layers, and the dropout percentage: as the number of convolution layers increase, and the 
percentage of dropout increases, it is better to decrease the size of the hidden layers for 
















Table 4.1: Dropout Percentage Comparison of Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP40_DENSE3 
  ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
   
   
                                                    DROP40_DENSE2 




































































































Table 4.2: Number of Convolutional Layers Comparison of Neural Networks Val_Acc 
and Val_Loss 
DROP20_DENSE1 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
   
   


































































































Table 4.3: Hidden Layer Size Comparison of Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
                                                  DROP40_DENSE1 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 




Upon evaluating the NNs in more depth, eight NNs were considered to have 
potential in training to increase accurately. To choose which NNs had the potential for 
continued training, the epochs of each NN were compared for an increasing average 
accuracy. If these criteria were met then the NN was considered to have potential. Eight 
networks listed in Table 4.4 were chosen for fitting this criteria. Their accuracy is shown 
in Figure 4.4 and loss in Figure 4.5. These graphs show the NNs do not rapidly achieve a 




































































Table 4.4: Eight Most Accurate Neural Networks According to their Architecture 
Model Name Location 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 Table L.1 
drop10_dense2_conv2_size32 Table L.2 
drop20_dense1_conv3_size32 Table L.4 
drop30_dense1_conv2_size32 Table L.7 
drop30_dense1_conv2_size128 Table L.7 
drop30_dense2_conv3_size32 Table L.8 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size128 Table L.10 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size32 Table L.11 
 
 


































Figure 4.5: Loss Levels of Eight Most Potential Neural Networks 
 
 The eight NNs shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 showed the most potential for 
success when further training is applied. It could be stated that in terms of accuracy, some 
NNs started with very low accuracy (for example: drop40_dense1_conv4_size128), but all 
of the NNs have an accuracy higher than 90% by last epoch. It is hypothesized that the 
lower half of the clustered NNs have potential of improving more after further training. In 
Figure 4.4 the other half of the NNs have the potential of overfitting. With further 
examination on the loss graph, it can be said that the loss percentage is below 20% by the 
last epoch. Although this is not a desired loss rate, it could potentially improve. It is 
hypothesized that with more training the loss rate will also decrease if the NNs do not 
overfit. These hypothesizes will be evaluated in the summary section of this chapter.  
 
4.2.2: Accuracy and Testing Results 
 The testing algorithm for the NNs shown in Appendix H tests each NN by running 





























of prediction indicates how applicable the NN may be. The test data included 7000 random 
images, along with labels. The algorithm processes images through the NN (without their 
labels) and compares the NN’s prediction with the label. Numerical results for all 108 NNs 
are shown in Appendix M. A graph that shows a comparison between the test accuracies 
of the NNs is shown in Figure 4.6. As it can be observed, some NNs did not perform well 
(75% and below accuracy). The reason for that is overfitted NNs. Table 4.5 is taken from 
Appendix M and it shows the highest fifteen accuracy rates achieved by the NNs from this 
test algorithm. As can be seen from the list of the best NNs, none of the NNs were able to 
achieve an accuracy of 90% or higher, but the closest NN (drop10_dense3_conv4_size128) 
was very close with 89.1%.  
 
 




























Applicable Accuracy of NNs
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Table 4.5: Fifteen Highest Neural Networks Applicable Accuracies 
Drop Accuracy 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 0.891015569 















4.3: Localization and Distance Detection  
After constructing the NNAs and choosing the most accurate one, the next step is 
to construct the license plate localization and distance detection algorithms. The license 
plate localization algorithm consists of a sliding window, threshold-heatmap, and bounding 
box operations. These functions find the location of the license plate in a raw image. The 
distance detection algorithm calculates the distance of the detected license plate using the 
size of the license plate in pixels. These algorithms are discussed in greater details in further 
subsections.  
  
4.3.1: Algorithm Architecture 
Through the localization algorithm, the location of the license plate is detected in 
the image. As can be seen from Appendix I, License_Plate_Localization.py algorithm, the 
first set of code is running the image through the sliding window, which runs different 
sized boxes over the image. It then tests each box through the NN model. To help eliminate 
errors, the boxes are limited to a certain vertical range (from pixel 250 to 360), and the box 
sizes are limited to an expected aspect ratio (110x220 pixels to 5x10 pixels). If the model 
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predicts that box to be a plate, then the code will add a box around that sub-image box. 
Figure 4.7a shows how the NN could have false positives, which proves that a sliding 
window algorithm is not enough to be the single algorithm for license plate localization. 
Next, the boxed image is processed through a heatmap creator, which constructs a heatmap 
according to the number of boxes detected in a certain location, as show in Figure 4.7b. 
Again, the heatmap has some flaws with false positives. A method used to eliminate minor 
heatmap detections was limiting the heatmap and having a threshold, as shown in Figure 
4.7c. Finally, bounding boxes are created around the detected plates on the heatmap, boxing 
the final license plates detected, completing the localization algorithm. 
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.7: License Plate Detection Process Example (a) Sliding Window Algorithm 
Output, (b) Heatmap Application Algrothim Output, (c) Threshold Applied to Heatmap 
Algorithm Output 
 
The next step after detecting the location of the license is determining the distance 
of the vehicle according to the size of the license plate detected. The 
License_Plate_Distance_Detector.py algorithm is included in Appendix J, and as it can be 
seen it is a long else-if statement concerning the number of pixels of the license plates, and 
the corresponding distance. Upon determining what the distance should be according to the 
horizontal number of pixels and vertical number of pixels, an average of the x-range and 
the y-range was taken to give the final distance. The final distance is then printed on the 





Figure 4.8: Example of Distance Detection Algorithm 
 
4.3.2: Accuracy and Testing Results  
 A method of initial testing for results was making each of the 108 NNs attempt to 
detect the location of the license plate in a raw image and manually comparing them. 
Through this initial set of comparisons, six NNs, seemed to have been more able to detect 
the location of the license plate, as shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.14. This level of accuracy in 
detection was not sufficent as an accurate method of comparison.  
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.9: drop10_dense1_conv2_size128 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 





(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.10: drop10_dense2_conv2_size32 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.11: drop10_dense2_conv2_size 64 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.12: drop10_dense2_conv2_size128 Neural Network License Plate Detection 
and Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 





(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.13: drop10_dense3_conv2_size64 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.14: drop10_dense3_conv3_size128 Neural Network License Plate Detection 
and Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
An accurate method of evaluation was comparing the distance detected as shown 
in Table N.1 in Appendix N. The comparison of Table N.1 has shown that some of the NNs 
detected false boxes. Some even had major detection error from many false boxes, causing 
the detection algorithm to merge all of the false detection into one box. Four NNs were 
rated in their ability of detecting the license plate with ± 0.25m accuracy (to actual 1 meter 
distant license plate). The accuracy criteria were such that the detection is overlapping the 
license plate in the image; which is shown in Table 4.6 along with their detection image 




Table 4.6: Four Most Accurate Detected Distance Neural Networks 






drop10_dense1_conv4_size32 1.21 4  
drop10_dense2_conv3_size128 1.21 4  
drop10_dense3_conv3_size64 1.20 6  
drop40_dense2_conv2_size32 1.21 8  
 
4.4: Final Model Construction and Results  
 Upon comparison of the different types of tests ran on the NNs, multiple NNs 
showed potential of improvement with sight NNA modification and additional MT. The 
best four NNAs were taken from each test, as labelled in Table 4.7. The NN algorithm was 
slightly modified to train these sixteen NNs for 20 epochs (originally was 10) and the 





Table 4.7: Sixteen Neural Networks that were Re-Trained with Higher Epochs and Lower 
Learning Rate 
Model Name Test 
drop10_dense1_conv2_size128 detection accuracy 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 neural network accuracy 
drop10_dense1_conv4_size32 detection accuracy 
drop10_dense2_conv2_size64 detection accuracy 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size128 distance detection accuracy 
drop10_dense3_conv2_size64 detection accuracy 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size64 distance detection accuracy 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size32 distance detection accuracy 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 neural network accuracy 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 neural network accuracy 
drop30_dense1_conv2_size32 neural network architecture 
drop30_dense2_conv3_size32 neural network architecture 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size32 neural network accuracy 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size128 neural network architecture 
drop40_dense2_conv2_size32 distance detection accuracy 
drop40_dense2_conv3_size32 neural network architecture 
 
4.4.1: Neural Networks Architecture Comparison 
 The results of applying the NNA test and distance detection test are shown in depth 
in Appendix O, and the NN accuracy test and the detection accuracy tests are shown below 
in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.15.  
Upon examining the results of the NNA accuracy-loss graphs in Appendix O.1, 
some NNs acted erratically and unstably with further training. In Table 4.8 (from Table 
O.1.2) it can be clearly observed that drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 has an error rate 
exceeding 160%. Some NNs could be seen to gradually increase into saturation with a high 






Table 4.8: Observation of Unstable Neural Network Architecture Accuracy 
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Table 4.9: Observation of Stable Neural Network Architecture Accuracy 












4.4.2: Application Accuracy Comparison of Neural Networks  
 Upon running the application accuracy test on sixteen trained NNs that were 
chosen, the results were outlined in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.15. As can be viewed in Table 
4.10, only drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 NN was able to achieve greater than seventy 
percent accuracy. A reason for the majority of the NNs having accuracy percentage in the 
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comparison noted from Table 4.10 is that as the dropout percentage of the NNs decreased, 
the accuracy percentage also decreased, which was not expected. When more NN dropouts 
occur, the NN should be more unsatable, but as shown in Table 4.10, that was proven not 
to be true.  
 
Table 4.10: Sixteen Neural Networks' Re-Trained Applicable Accuracy 





















Figure 4.15: Sixteen Re-Trained Neural Networks' Applicable Accuracy Graphed 
 
4.4.3: License Plate Localization Comparison for Neural Networks 
 The next test was the localization accuracy of the NNs. Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show 
the NNs that were found to detect the license plate accurately, and without too many false 
detections. As can be compared between the images below, none of the images perfectly 
boxed the license plate, but these NNs have a much more accurate detection compared to 
the previously trained NNs shown in Figure 4.9 to 4.14. Also, it should be noted that 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 is the most accurate license plate detection model, with no 
























(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.16: drop10_dense3_conv4_size32 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
  
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.17: drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 Neural Network License Plate Detection 
and Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 
Threshold Result, (c) Boxed and Labeled License Plate Result 
 
 
(a)              (b)    (c) 
Figure 4.18: drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 Neural Network License Plate Detection and 
Distance Detection Applicable Accuracy, (a) Sliding Window Result, (b) Heatmap 




4.4.4: Distance Detection Comparison for Neural Networks 
 The final comparison parameter test of distance detection was run on all of the final 
NNs. Appendix O.2 contains Table O.2.1 which has all of the distances from the detected 
license plates. Only one NN was able to detect the distance of the license plate with 100% 
accuracy, which also passed the license plate detection test: drop20_dense1_conv4_size64. 
Figure 4.19 shows the final chosen NN, which accurately detects the license plate and its 
distance. Upon reviewing Appendix N.2, all of the other NNs detected so many false 
license plates that it clouded the image’s view.  
 
 
Figure 4.19: Most Accurately Detecting Neural Network - 
drop20_dense1_conv4_sixe64_FINAL 
 
4.5: Results Summary  
 Upon comparison of the final NNs tests, drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 NN had the 
best results among most of the tests. After comparison of the NNA accuracies, 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 has shown the most potential since it was the most stably 
trained model. When testing the drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 NN’s applicable accuracy, 
it had an accuracy of 58.7%, which is not considered an acceptable accuracy rate for a NN. 
NN drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 had the most accuracy concerning the applicable 
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accuracy test, having an accuracy of 74.7%. The test accuracy though was proven not to 
be a fully efficient test, for the license plate detection test and the distance detection test. 
NN drop20_dense1_conv4_size64, as shown in Figure 4.20, ended up having the highest 
accuracy. Drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 NN model did not perfectly box the license plate, 
but it was able to detect the distance of the license plate with good accuracy. In Figure 4.20 
is the graph that shows the val_accuracy and val_loss at each Epoch. As it can be 
concluded, the final NN initially has a very high error rate, and low accuracy, but the more 
it is trained, the more the error decreases and the accuracy increases. The highest accuracy 
achieved is 96.75% and the lowest error is 11.52%, which is not the lowest achievable error 
rate. The NNA of drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 is shown in Figure 4.21. As can be seen 
from NNA of the final NN, it has five main sections: four of the subsection consisting of 
1x1 Convolution, 2x2 MaxPooling, and 20% Dropout, with ReLU activation between each 
main operation in each subsection. The final subsection consist of NN flattening and dense 
operation that makes the NN produce one output. Upon running the command line 
“model.summary (‘drop20_dense1_conv4_size64_FINAL.model’)” the following text in 
Figure 4.21 was what is printed. Also, the NNA is shown in Figure 4.21. The text in Figure 
4.20 is the written architecture of drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 NN, and it should be noted 
that 275, 137 parameters were used. This is the final model chosen to present this thesis 






Figure 4.20: Final Neural Network drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
at each Epoch 
 
 




















drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 Neural Network 






Figure 4.22: drop20_dense1_conv4_size64_FINAL Neural Network Architecture  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work  
 
5.1: Conclusion  
The main focus of this thesis is to test the viability of a low-cost computational 
method for vehicle distance detection with potential application in ADAS that could 
possibly be used to assist AV. There are many ADAS that are already integrated into 
modern vehicles. This thesis focusses on determining if this potentially computationally 
simplier processing method could be implemented alongside other ADAS. This model has 
been set up to detect the distance of the vehicles through monocular vision and determine 
the distance. All of the algorithms were designed through Jupyter Notebook as python 
scripts and also converted to python files for easy applications. This ADAS does not 
physically control the vehicle mechanics in any way but could be set up to alarm the user 
if the driven vehicle is within dangerous distance of the vehicles that were detected. This 
method of vehicle detection could be used by automotive industries, modified to their 
specifications and requirements, and integrated with other object detection features that 
might already be present on the vehicles.  
The layout of this thesis is outlined by four major steps: setting up the dataset, 
constructing the NN and choosing the appropriate NNA, localizing the license plate in raw 
input, and finally detecting the distance of the license plate. By using a single camera that 
takes pictures with 1270x720 pixels or greater resolution. When this is hooked up to a 
microcontroller with the NN model, the user can detect the distance of the vehicles in front 
of the driven vehicle. The model that was constructed to detect the distance of the vehicle 
in an image has used over 200,000 images to train. Half of the images are of license plates 
from all over North America (Canada, United States of America, and Mexico). The other 
half of the images were of random surroundings that might be in the image along with the 
license plates, for example, trees, edge of roads, other vehicle parts, pedestrians, building, 
etc. Furthermore, some of the images were augmented with noise to mimic different 
weather conditions; rain, snow, night-time or too much sun. With these images, after testing 
over 108 different NNA, a few NNs were chosen to have had accuracies of over 96.75%. 
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Following is the constructed algorithm for localization and distance detection of the license 
plate in a raw camera input image. The algorithm for the localization of the license plate 
applied the sliding window method with the NN model to detect the location of the license 
plate in the image, and a heatmap method to help cancel out any false positives the NN 
model has detected. After successfully detecting the location of the license plate in the raw 
input image from the camera, the box size of the license plate will be processed through 
the distance detection algorithm. The distance detection algorithm is a long series else-if-
statements that calculate the distance of the vehicle’s license plate detected according to 
the size of the box of the license plate. For robustness, the distance detection algorithm 
determines the distance according to the number of x-pixels and y-pixels separately, then 
takes the average distance as the final distance. Upon sending the main algorithm the final 
distance of the license plate detected, the main algorithm will then display the final image, 
which is the same as the input image, along with the license plate boxed and the distance 
printed on the top right corner of the box. The main-box algorithm is set-up for simplicity 
in a human-interface, but also is accessible for developer’s modifications. 
 Overall, this thesis has proven to be a good steppingstone for methods of 
approaching ADAS and researching different ways of modifying it to be better for the user 
and for automotive industries implementation. With the growing field of AV and the 
cutting-edge technology that is being created every day, ADAS will become a much more 
common feature, but much research is still required. ADAS with AI implementation is the 
most critical field in need of research because as was proven through this thesis, AI is very 
unpredictable when constructing NNs and different NNA with it. Furthermore, with AI, so 
many different types of sensors and computing could possibly be replaced with a computer 
module. The potential of replacing sensors and computing with a computer module within 
previously trained NN could decrease the cost of sensors and excess electrical software and 
hardware components on future vehicles. The possibility of merging AI with ADAS and, 
in the future, AV is a field of research that requires much needed time and tests to make it 




5.2: Future Work  
 Upon completion of this thesis, multiple notes of improvement have been 
considered. Initially, the method of gathering data could be improved by using a higher 
quality camera. This thesis used a 1280x720 pixel resolution camera as the availability of 
this hardware makes it much more applicable. The next improvement would be labelling 
the location of the license plates in the image, which could be implemented through the 
LabelImg python application [78]. LabelImg application helps limit the time required to 
label each image and creates an xml file of all labelling. A great aid to a similar project is 
to use a pre-constructed NN, like the ones offered by YOLOv3 [79]. YOLOv3 has proven 
to have higher accuracy and lower training time for a NN, which would assist in selecting 
NNA. Furthermore, LabelImg could be used to load the data into YOLOv3. Finally, the 
distance detection algorithm can be modified from a calculated distance detection to a NN 
prediction distance detection. The reasons to program the distance detection method to be 
a NN is to help the speed and accuracy of determining the distance of license plates.  This 
thesis was a steppingstone for many different specific fields of research, allowing many 







Appendix A: Anaconda Environnements  
Table A.1: Virtual Environnements Content 
Environment 
Name 




Code in this Environment  






























Table A.2: Package Install Command Lines 
Package Name  Installation Command Line  
Numpy 1.16.4  conda install numpy 
Opencv 4.0.1 conda install -c conda-forge opencv (ubuntu) or  
pip install opencv-python (windows)  
Matplotlib 3.0.3 conda install matplotlib  
Pickle 4.0 conda install -c anaconda cloudpickle  
Pillow 6.0.6  conda install pillow  
Scikit-Learn 0.20.1 conda install -c anaconda scikit-learn 
Tensorflow-GPU 
1.13.1 
Instructions should be followed from tensorflow-gpu 
installation site 
pip install tensorflow-gpu 
Keras-GPU 2.2.4 conda install keras-gpu 
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Appendix B: Camera_Calibration.py – calibration Environment  
‘’’ 
CAMERA CALIBRATION CODE 
Created by: Udacity 
Modified by: Maryam Hanna  
Date: November 20, 2018 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
MIT License, Permission is granted by Udacity to obtain copy of this software. 
License could be found at LICENSE file.  
This is camera calibration code specific for Nikon 1 J1 camera. The resolution 
of time images used is 1280x720. The chessboard used is 9x7. 
‘’’ 
# importing required libraries  
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
import os 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import pickle  
get_ipython().run_line_magic(‘matplotlib’, ‘qt’) 
get_ipython().run_line_magic(‘matplotlib’, ‘inline’) 
# initializing location  
objp = np.zeros((7*9,3), np.float32) 
objp[:,:2] = np.mgrid[0:9, 0:7].T.reshape(-1,2) 
objpoints = [] # 3d points in real world space 
imgpoints = [] # 2d points in image plane. 
# list of calibration images 
mypath = (“C:/Users/wicip/Documents/locate_final/Images/Camera_Calibration 
          /calib/”) 
locate = os.listdir(mypath) 
# for every image searches for chessboard corners 
for filename in (locate): 
    filename_str = str(filename) 
    file_true = filename_str.find(‘camera’) 
    if not file_true: 
        img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(mypath, filename))  
        gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)#read images as grayscale 
        # chessboard corners 
        ret, corners = cv2.findChessboardCorners(gray, (9,7), None) 
        # if corners are found, add object points and image points 
        if ret == True: 
            objpoints.append(objp) 
            imgpoints.append(corners) 
            # drawing and displaying corners 
            cv2.drawChessboardCorners(img, (9,7), corners, ret) 
            write_name = mypath + ‘corners_found_’+ filename +’.jpg’ 
            cv2.imwrite(write_name, img) 
# test undistortion on an image 
test_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(mypath,’test_image.JPG’)) 
test_img_size = (test_img.shape[1], test_img.shape[0]) 
# do camera calibration given object points and image points 
ret, mtx, dist, rvecs, tvecs = cv2.calibrateCamera(objpoints, imgpoints, 
test_img_size, None, None) 
dst = cv2.undistort(img, mtx, dist, None, mtx) 
# save undistorted image 
write_name = mypath + ‘test_undist.jpg’ 
cv2.imwrite(write_name ,dst) 
# Visualize undistortion 
f, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(20,10)) 
ax1.imshow(img) 




ax2.set_title(‘Undistorted Image’, fontsize=30) 
# save the camera calibration result for later use  
dist_pickle = {} 
dist_pickle[“mtx”] = mtx 
dist_pickle[“dist”] = dist 
pickle.dump( dist_pickle, open( “dist_pickle.p”, “wb” ) ) 
#END OF CODE  
 
Appendix C: Calibrate_Raw_Images.py – calibration Environment  
‘’’ 
CALIBRATE RAW IMAGES CODE 
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: November 21, 2018 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This is image calibration code specific for Nikon 1 J1 raw images. The 
resolution of time images used is 1280x720. The chessboard used for the camera 
matrix 9x7. 
This code uses pickle file which has the camera matrix.   
‘’’ 
# importing required libraries 




import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
get_ipython().run_line_magic(‘matplotlib’, ‘qt’) 
get_ipython().run_line_magic(‘matplotlib’, ‘inline’) 
# load pickle file with camera matrix 
pickle_in = open(“C:/Users/wicip/Documents/locate_final/Codes/Calibration/      
                  dist_pickle.p”, “rb”) 
array = pickle.load(pickle_in) 
mtx = array[‘mtx’] 
dist = array[‘dist’] 
pickle_in.close() 
# load the raw images that will be calibrated 
mypath = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/locate_final/Images/Raw_Images/” 
locat = os.listdir(mypath) 
files = [] 
for I in range (len(locat)): 
    if “Car” in locat[i]: 
        files.append(locat[i]) 
# for loop goes through every image to calibrate it, and then save it 
save_path = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/locate_final/Images/Camera_Calibration/  
             cal_cars” 
for I in range(len(files)): 
    new_path = os.path.join(mypath, files[i]) 
    for filename in os.listdir(new_path): 
        location = new_path + ‘/’ + filename 
        # read in image 
        img = cv2.imread(location) 
        if img is not None: 
            # undistort image 
            locate_img = cv2.undistort(img, mtx, dist, None, mtx) 
            # save image  
            img_name = save_path+’/cal_’+filename 
            cv2.imwrite(img_name, locate_img) 




Appendix D: Data_Augmentation_Main.py – img_augmen 
Environment 
‘’’ 
DATA AUGMENTATION MAIN CODE 
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: December 25, 2018 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This is the main code of data augmentation. It imports files 
Data_Augmentation_Functions. It is set up, where the user only must adjust the 
loading path, saving path, temporarily path, and whether they want to see 
test_data for located on. Furthermore they have to decide what type of data 
augmentation they want, which will take multiple types of data for single 
augmentation. The sections that requires modification is labeled below.  
‘’’ 
# importing required libraries 
import os 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
# importing functions from Data_Augmentation_Functions.py; must be located in 
the same directory as this py file 
from Data_Augmentation_Functions import * 
# if user wishes to view different types of augmentations and their effect, 
than test_data should be True; otherwise, make it False 
test_output = False 
if test_output: 
    test_data() # function from Data_Augmentation_Functions code user should 
decide which augmentation they would like to use. If multiple augmentations are 
true, then the output will also include individual and combined augmentations 
methods 
flip = True # flipping the image about the vertical plane 
rot = True # rotating the image certain degrees from the right horizontal plane 
salt_pepp = True # adding salt and pepper to image to mimic noise 
sat_con = True # saturating or contrasting images to mimic day light conditions 
# user should modify the locations of the loading, saving, and temporary path 
loadpath = ‘C:/Users/wicip/Documents/transfer-master/test_load/’ 
savepath = ‘C:/Users/wicip/Documents/transfer-master/test_save/’ 
temppath = ‘C:/Users/wicip/Documents/transfer-master/test_temp/’ 
# user can add as many augmentation conditions they wish 
rot_ang = [15, 30, 45] # rotation angles in degrees  
amount_sp = [0.08, 0.06] # amount of salt and pepper, range from 0.01 to 0.1 
s_n_p = [0.25, 0.5, 0.75] # ratio of salt and pepper, salt/pepper 
sc_alpha = [1, 2, 3] # alpha (contrast) of saturation/contrast, range from 1to3 
sc_beta = [0, 25, 50, 75, 100] # beta (brightness) of saturation/contrast, 
range from 0 to 100 
# concerning the conditions the user inputs, certain functions will occur to 
load, augment, and save the images properly if the user wants all conditions, 
flipping, rotating, adding salt and pepper, and saturating and contrasting the 
images allows the follow code to executed, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
if (flip and rot and salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot_ang[i]) 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(temppath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(temppath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
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    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only flipped, rotating and adding salt and pepper to the 
image, the following code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and rot and salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot[i]) 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(temppath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only flipped, rotating and saturate and contrast the image, 
the following code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and rot and not salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot_ang[i]) 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only flipped, adding salt and pepper, and saturate and 
contrast the image, the following code will execute, where functions will be 
called from Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and not rot and salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only rotating, and salt and pepper, and saturate and 
contrast the image, the following code will execute, where functions will be 
called from Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (not flip and rot and salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot_ang[i]) 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(temppath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
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            salt_pepper_image(temppath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m])  
# if the user wants only flipped and rotating the image, the following code 
will execute, where functions will be called from Data_Augmentation_Functions 
is used 
elif (flip and rot and not salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only flipped, and salt and pepper the image, the following 
code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and not rot and salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only rotating and salt and pepper the image, the following 
code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (not flip and rot and salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot_ang[i]) 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(temppath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
# if the user wants only flipped and saturate and contrast the image, the 
following code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and not rot and not salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for l in range(len(sc_level)): 
        saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_level[l]) 
    flipping_image(savepath, savepath) 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only rotating and saturate and contrast the image, the 
following code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (not flip and rot and not salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i]) 
        rotating_image(loadpath, temppath, rot_ang[i]) 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
# if the user wants only adding salt and papper, and saturate and contrast the 
image, the following code will execute, where functions will be called from 
Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (not flip and not rot and salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
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            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, temppath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
            saturate_contrast_image(temppath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
# if the user wants only flipped the image, the following code will execute, 
where functions will be called from Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (flip and not rot and not salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    flipping_image(loadpath, savepath) 
# if the user wants only rotating the image, the following code will execute, 
where functions will be called from Data_Augmentation_Functions is used 
elif (not flip and rot and not salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for I in range(len(rot_ang)): 
        rotating_image(loadpath, savepath, rot_ang[i])   
# if the user wants only add salt and pepper the image, the following code will 
execute, where functions will be called from Data_Augmentation_Functions is 
used 
elif (not flip and not rot and salt_pepp and not sat_con): 
    for j in range(len(amount_sp)): 
        for k in range(len(s_n_p)): 
            salt_pepper_image(loadpath, savepath, s_n_p[k], amount_sp[j]) 
# if the user wants only saturating and contrast the image, the following code 
will execute, where functions will be called from Data_Augmentation_Functions 
is used 
elif (not flip and not rot and not salt_pepp and sat_con): 
    for l in range(len(sc_alpha)): 
        for m in range(len(sc_beta)): 
            saturate_contrast_image(loadpath, savepath, sc_alpha[l],  
                                    sc_beta[m]) 
# END OF CODE  
 
Appendix E: Data_Augmentation_Functions.py – img_augmen 
Environment 
‘’’ 
DATA AUGMENTATION FUNCTIONS CODE 
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: December 20, 2018 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This is data augmentation code written for Data_Augmentation_Main.py code. It 
has five different functions: test_data, flipping_image, rotating_image, 







# importing required libraries 
import cv2  
import os 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.image as mpimg 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 





When this function is called, it reads in a test image and operates on it 
different types of augmentation, and then prints them together for located on. 
It compares flipped image, rotating image, added salt and pepper noise to 
image, and modifies contrast and brightness of the image. It is recommended 
that the user has ‘test1.JPG’ image in test_load folder and have test_save 
folder available to save the images to. 
‘’’ 
def test_data(): 
    # pathway to test image and reading original image 
    testload = ‘C:/Users/wicip/Documents/transfer-master/test_load/’ 
    testsave = ‘C:/Users/wicip/Documents/transfer-master/test_save/’ 
    org_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testload, ‘test1.JPG’)) 
    org_img = cv2.cvtColor(org_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
# calling on the flipping_image function to flip the main image 
flipping_image(testload, testsave) 
# calling on the rotating_image function to rotate the main image at angles 15, 
30, 45, 60, 75 degrees  
    rotating_image(testload, testsave, 15) 
    rotating_image(testload, testsave, 30) 
    rotating_image(testload, testsave, 45) 
    rotating_image(testload, testsave, 60) 
    rotating_image(testload, testsave, 75) 
     
    # calling on the salt_pepper_image function to add salt and pepper noise to 
the main image to comparison between ratio of salt and pepper of 25%, 50%, 75% 
and the amount of salt of pepper, of 10%, 8%, 6%, 4%, 2% 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.25, 0.1) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.5, 0.1) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.75, 0.1) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.25, 0.08) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.5, 0.08) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.75, 0.08) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.25, 0.06) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.5, 0.06) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.75, 0.06) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.25, 0.04) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.5, 0.04) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.75, 0.04) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.25, 0.02) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.5, 0.02) 
    salt_pepper_image(testload, testsave, 0.75, 0.02) 
     
    # calling on the saturate_contrast_image function to modify the main 
image’s contrast and saturation at alpha (contrast which ranges from 1 to 3) 
being at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and beta (brightness which ranges from 0 to 100) 
being at 0, 25, 50, 75, 100 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1, 0) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1, 25) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1, 50) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1, 75) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1, 100) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1.5, 0) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1.5, 25) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1.5, 50) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1.5, 75) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 1.5, 100) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2, 0) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2, 25) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2, 50) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2, 75) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2, 100) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2.5, 0) 
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    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2.5, 25) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2.5, 50) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2.5, 75) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 2.5, 100) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 3, 0) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 3, 25) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 3, 50) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 3, 75) 
    saturate_contrast_image(testload, testsave, 3, 100) 
    # flip_fig and flip_ax are used to set up plot for multiple images, with 
flip_fig used for the figures and flip_ax used to label the images 
    print(“\n\nFlipped Image located on\n”) 
    flip_fig = plt.figure() 
    flip_ax = [] 
    # reads in flipped image 
    flip_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘flip_test.JPG’)) 
    flip_img = cv2.cvtColor(flip_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    # plotting the images and their respected titles 
    flip_ax.append(flip_fig.add_subplot(2, 1, 1)) 
    flip_ax[-1].set_title(“original”) 
    plt.imshow(org_img) 
    flip_ax.append(flip_fig.add_subplot(2, 1, 2)) 
    flip_ax[-1].set_title(“flipped”) 
    plt.imshow(flip_img) 
    flip_fig.tight_layout(pad=1.0, w_pad=1.0, h_pad=1.0) 
    plt.show() 
    # rot_fig and rot_ax are used to set up plot for multiple images, with 
rot_fig used for the figures and rot_ax used to label the images 
    print(“\n\nRotated Images located on\n”) 
    rot_fig = plt.figure() 
    rot_ax = [] 
    # reads in rotated images 
    rot15_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘rot15_test.JPG’))  
    rot15_img = cv2.cvtColor(rot15_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    rot30_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘rot30_test.JPG’))  
    rot30_img = cv2.cvtColor(rot30_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    rot45_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘rot45_test.JPG’))  
    rot45_img = cv2.cvtColor(rot45_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    rot60_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘rot60_test.JPG’)) 
    rot60_img = cv2.cvtColor(rot60_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    rot75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘rot75_test.JPG’))  
    rot75_img = cv2.cvtColor(rot75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    # plotting the images and their respected titles 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 1)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“original”) 
    plt.imshow(org_img) 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 2)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“rot15”) 
    plt.imshow(rot15_img) 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 3)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“rot30”) 
    plt.imshow(rot30_img) 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 4)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“rot45”) 
    plt.imshow(rot45_img) 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 5)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“rot60”) 
    plt.imshow(rot60_img) 
    rot_ax.append(rot_fig.add_subplot(3, 2, 6)) 
    rot_ax[-1].set_title(“rot75”) 
    plt.imshow(rot75_img) 
    rot_fig.tight_layout(pad=1.0, w_pad=1.0, h_pad=1.0) 
    plt.show() 
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    # sp_fig and sp_ax are used to set up plot for multiple images, with sp_fig 
used for the figures and sp_ax used to label the images 
    print(“\n\nSalt and Peppered Images located on\n”) 
    sp_fig = plt.figure() 
    sp_ax = [] 
    # reads in salt and peppered images 
    sp_r25_a1_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r25_a10_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r25_a1_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r25_a1_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r50_a1_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r50_a10_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r50_a1_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r50_a1_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r75_a1_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r75_a10_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r75_a1_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r75_a1_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r25_a08_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r25_a8_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r25_a08_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r25_a08_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r50_a08_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r50_a8_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r50_a08_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r50_a08_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r75_a08_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r75_a8_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r75_a08_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r75_a08_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r25_a06_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r25_a6_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r25_a06_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r25_a06_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r50_a06_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r50_a6_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r50_a06_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r50_a06_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r75_a06_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r75_a6_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r75_a06_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r75_a06_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r25_a04_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r25_a4_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r25_a04_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r25_a04_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r50_a04_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r50_a4_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r50_a04_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r50_a04_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r75_a04_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r75_a4_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r75_a04_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r75_a04_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r25_a02_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r25_a2_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r25_a02_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r25_a02_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r50_a02_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r50_a2_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r50_a02_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r50_a02_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    sp_r75_a02_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave, ‘sp_r75_a2_test.JPG’)) 
    sp_r75_a02_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_r75_a02_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    # plotting the images and their respected titles 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 1)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“original”) 
    plt.imshow(org_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 2)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.25_a0.1”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r25_a1_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 3)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.50_a0.1”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r50_a1_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 4)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.75_a0.1”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r75_a1_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 5)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.25_a0.08”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r25_a08_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 6)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.50_a0.08”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r50_a08_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 7)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.75_a0.08”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r75_a08_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 8)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.25_a0.06”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r25_a06_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 9)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.50_a0.06”) 
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    plt.imshow(sp_r50_a06_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 10)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.75_a0.06”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r75_a06_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 11)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.25_a0.04”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r25_a04_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 12)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.50_a0.04”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r50_a04_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 13)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.75_a0.04”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r75_a04_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 14)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.25_a0.02”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r25_a02_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 15)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.50_a0.02”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r50_a02_img) 
    sp_ax.append(sp_fig.add_subplot(4, 4, 16)) 
    sp_ax[-1].set_title(“sp_r0.75_a0.02”) 
    plt.imshow(sp_r75_a02_img) 
    sp_fig.tight_layout(pad=1.0, w_pad=1.0, h_pad=2.0) 
    plt.show() 
    # reads in contrasted and saturated images 
    print(“\n\nContrast and Brightening the Images located on\n”) 
    cont_a10_b0_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a10_b0_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a10_b0_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a10_b0_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a10_b25_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a10_b25_test.JPG’))  
    cont_a10_b25_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a10_b25_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a10_b50_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a10_b50_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a10_b50_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a10_b50_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a10_b75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a10_b75_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a10_b75_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a10_b75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a10_b100_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a10_b100_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a10_b100_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a10_b100_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a15_b0_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a15_b0_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a15_b0_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a15_b0_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a15_b25_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a15_b25_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a15_b25_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a15_b25_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a15_b50_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a15_b50_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a15_b50_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a15_b50_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a15_b75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a15_b75_test.JPG’))  
    cont_a15_b75_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a15_b75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a15_b100_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a15_b100_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a15_b100_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a15_b100_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a20_b0_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a20_b0_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a20_b0_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a20_b0_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a20_b25_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a20_b25_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a20_b25_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a20_b25_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a20_b50_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
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                                 ‘cont_a20_b50_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a20_b50_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a20_b50_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a20_b75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a20_b75_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a20_b75_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a20_b75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a20_b100_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                   ‘cont_a20_b100_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a20_b100_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a20_b100_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a25_b0_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a25_b0_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a25_b0_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a25_b0_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a25_b25_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a25_b25_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a25_b25_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a25_b25_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a25_b50_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a25_b50_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a25_b50_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a25_b50_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a25_b75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a25_b75_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a25_b75_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a25_b75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a25_b100_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a25_b100_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a25_b100_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a25_b100_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a30_b0_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                 ‘cont_a30_b0_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a30_b0_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a30_b0_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a30_b25_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a30_b25_test.JPG’))  
    cont_a30_b25_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a30_b25_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a30_b50_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a30_b50_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a30_b50_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a30_b50_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a30_b75_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                  ‘cont_a30_b75_test.JPG’))  
    cont_a30_b75_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a30_b75_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    cont_a30_b100_img = cv2.imread(os.path.join(testsave,  
                                   ‘cont_a30_b100_test.JPG’)) 
    cont_a30_b100_img = cv2.cvtColor(cont_a30_b100_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
    # cs_fig and cs_ax are used to set up plot for multiple images, with cs_fig 
used for the figures and cs_ax used to label the images; the images were 
plotted in too sets because it was large amount for one image 
    cs_fig1 = plt.figure() 
    cs_ax1 = [] 
    # plotting the images and their respected titles 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 1)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“original”) 
    plt.imshow(org_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 2)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1 b=0”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a10_b0_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 3)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1 b=25”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a10_b25_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 4)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1 b=50”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a10_b50_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 5)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1 b=75”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a10_b75_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 6)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1 b=100”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a10_b100_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 7)) 
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    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1.5 b=0”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a15_b0_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 8)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1.5 b=25”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a15_b25_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 9)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1.5 b=50”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a15_b50_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 10)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1.5 b=75”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a15_b75_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 11)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=1.5 b=100”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a15_b100_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 12)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=2 b=0”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a20_b0_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 13)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=2 b=25”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a20_b25_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 14)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=2 b=50”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a20_b50_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 15)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=2 b=75”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a20_b75_img) 
    cs_ax1.append(cs_fig1.add_subplot(4, 4, 16)) 
    cs_ax1[-1].set_title(“cont a=2 b=100”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a20_b100_img) 
    cs_fig1.tight_layout(pad=1.0, w_pad=1.0, h_pad=2.0) 
    plt.show() 
    # second set of images for saturation and contrasted images 
    cs_fig2 = plt.figure() 
    cs_ax2 = [] 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 1)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=2.5 b=0”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a25_b0_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 2)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=2.5 b=25”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a25_b25_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 3)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=2.5 b=50”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a25_b50_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 4)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=2.5 b=75”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a25_b75_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 5)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=2.5 b=100”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a25_b100_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 6)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=3 b=0”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a30_b0_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 7)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=3 b=25”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a30_b25_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 8)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=3 b=50”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a30_b50_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 9)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=3 b=75”) 
    plt.imshow(cont_a30_b75_img) 
    cs_ax2.append(cs_fig2.add_subplot(3, 4, 10)) 
    cs_ax2[-1].set_title(“cont a=3 b=100”) 
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    plt.imshow(cont_a30_b100_img) 
    cs_fig2.tight_layout(pad=1.0, w_pad=1.0, h_pad=2.0) 
    plt.show() 
‘’’ 
flipping_image function 
This funcation reads in images according to loadind_path, and flips them on 
vertical plane using fliplr function from numpy. Then save the image according 
to saving_path. 
‘’’ 
def flipping_image(loading_path, saving_path): 
    data = [] 
    for filename in (os.listdir(loading_path)): 
        path_name = loading_path + filename 
        try:  
            img = cv2.imread(path_name) 
            if img is not None: 
                if (‘flip’ not in filename): 
                    data.append(filename) 
        except IOError:  
            pass    
    for I in range(len(data)): 
        path = loading_path+data[i] 
        img = cv2.imread(path) 
        flip = np.fliplr(img) 
        img_name = saving_path + ‘flip_’ + data[i] 
        flip = cv2.cvtColor(flip, cv2.COLOR_RGB2BGR) 
        mpimg.imsave(img_name, flip) 
‘’’ 
rotating_image function 
This function reads in images, and rotates according to given angle, using 
getRotationMatrix2D and warpAffine functions from opencv4. Function 
transform.rotate from skimage was originally used, but when opencv and numpy 
updated, there were conflicts with skimage. Then save the image according to 
saving_path. 
‘’’ 
def rotating_image(loading_path, saving_path, given_angle): 
    data = [] 
    for filename in (os.listdir(loading_path)): 
        path_name = loading_path + filename 
        try:  
            img = cv2.imread(path_name) 
            if img is not None: 
                if (‘rot’ not in filename): 
                    data.append(filename) 
        except IOError:  
            pass   
        for I in range(len(data)): 
            path = loading_path + data[i] 
            img = cv2.imread(path) 
            rows = img.shape[0] 
            cols = img.shape[1] 
            M = cv2.getRotationMatrix2D((cols/2, rows/2), given_angle, 1) 
            rot = cv2.warpAffine(img, M, (cols,rows)) 
            rot_name = saving_path + ‘rot’+ str(int(given_angle)) + ‘_’ +  
                       data[i] 
            rot = cv2.cvtColor(rot, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
            mpimg.imsave(rot_name, rot) 
‘’’ 
salt_pepper_image function 
This function reads in images, and according to the amount of salt and pepper 
intenseity, using random coordination, replace some pixels in the image with 




def salt_pepper_image(loading_path, saving_path, salt_pepper, amount): 
    data = [] 
    for filename in (os.listdir(loading_path)): 
        path_name = loading_path + filename 
        try:  
            img = cv2.imread(path_name) 
            if img is not None: 
                if (‘sp’ not in filename): 
                    data.append(filename) 
        except IOError:  
            pass   
    for I in range(len(data)): 
        path = loading_path + data[i] 
        img = cv2.imread(path) 
        sp_img = np.copy(img) 
        num_salt = np.ceil(amount * img.size * salt_pepper) 
        86ocat = [np.random.randint(0, I – 1, int(num_salt)) for I in  
                 img.shape] 
        sp_img[86ocat] = 1 
        num_pepper = np.ceil(amount* img.size * (1. – salt_pepper)) 
        86ocat = [np.random.randint(0, I – 1, int(num_pepper)) for I in  
                 img.shape] 
        sp_img[86ocat] = 0 
        sp_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
        sp_img_name = saving_path + ‘sp_r’ + str(int(salt_pepper*100)) + ‘_a’ +  
                      str(int(amount*100)) + ‘_’ + data[i] 
        sp_img = cv2.cvtColor(sp_img, cv2.COLOR_RGB2BGR) 
        cv2.imwrite(sp_img_name, sp_img) 
‘’’ 
saturate_contrast_image function 
This function reads in images, and according to the alpha(contrast, ranging 
from 1 to 3) and beta(brightness, ranging from 0 to 100) provided, it will 
apply it to the image using clip function from numpy. Then save the image 
according to saving_path.  
‘’’ 
def saturate_contrast_image(loading_path, saving_path, alpha, beta): 
    data = [] 
    for filename in (os.listdir(loading_path)): 
        path_name = loading_path + filename 
        try:  
            img = cv2.imread(path_name) 
            if img is not None: 
                if (‘cont’ not in filename): 
                    data.append(filename) 
        except IOError:  
            pass    
    for I in range(len(data)): 
        path = loading_path + data[i] 
        img = cv2.imread(path) 
        con_img = np.zeros(img.shape, img.dtype) 
        for y in range(img.shape[0]): 
            for x in range(img.shape[1]): 
                for c in range(img.shape[2]): 
                    con_img[y,x,c] = np.clip(locat*img[y,x,c] + beta, 0, 255) 
        con_img_name = saving_path + ‘cont_a’ + str(int(alpha*10)) + ‘_b’ +  
                       str(int(beta)) + ‘_’  + data[i] 
        cv2.imwrite(con_img_name, con_img) 




Appendix F: CSV_Maker.py – neural_network Environment  
‘’’ 
CSV MAKER CODE  
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: April 14, 2019 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This code is used to load large data-sets into a csv file, to help avoid over-
loading the computer when training a neural network, 
‘’’ 
# importing required libraries 
import csv 
import numpy as np 
import random 
import os 
from PIL import Image 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
‘’’ 
create_csv function 
This function reads all the data images and labels them (0 for not plate and 1 
for plate). Then it shuffles the data and records it into csv file.  
‘’’ 
def create_csv(dir_loc, not_plates_file, plates_file, savefile): 
#labelling the categories, which is also the files’ name of where the 
images are located; datadir is the computer pathways 
CATEGORIES = [not_plates_files, plates_files] 
DATADIR = dir_loc 
files = [] 
#loads every image in each category and appends it into files array, 
along with the image’s label 
for category in CATEGORIES: 
    path = os.path.join(DATADIR, category) 
    class_num = CATEGORIES.index(category) 
    for filename in (os.listdir(path)): 
        try: 
            filepath = os.path.join(path,filename) 
            img = Image.open(filepath) 
            files.append([filepath, class_num]) 
        except IOError: 
            print(“error in reading:”, filename) 
            pass 
#shuffling the files, so all the neural network needs to do is load the 
images 
random.shuffle(files) 
#opening data.csv file and loading the files’ data 
with open(savefile, ‘w’, newline=’’) as writeFile: 
    writer = csv.writer(writeFile) 
    writer.writerows(files) 
writeFile.close() 
# END OF CODE 
 
Appendix G: Final_Neural_Network.py – neural_network Environment  
‘’’ 
FINAL NEURAL NETWORK CODE 
Created by: Udacity I 
Modified by: Maryam Hanna 




MIT License, Permission is granted by Udacity to obtain copy of this software. 
License could be found at LICENSE file.  
This algorithm trains a neural network to accurately detect license plates. 
This code requires ‘data.csv’ which should contain the file’s location for 
training the neural network. The current setup algorithm trains 108 different 
neural networks. The user could modify the types of dropout levels, the number 
of dense layer, the number of convolution layer, and the size of the hidden 
layer. If for whatever reason, the neural network crashes, the user does not 
have to restart the whole training process, they could count the number the 
neural network is at and modify count at variable.  
‘’’ 
#importing required libraries 
import csv 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
from sklearn.utils import shuffle 
from keras import backend as K 
import tensorflow as tf 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Flatten, Dense, MaxPooling2D, Dropout 
from keras.layers.core import Activation 
from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv2D 
from keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint, TensorBoard 




This function trains a neural network with the given data and conditions, and 
then saves the model and clears the computer’s memory so it does not crash.   
‘’’ 
def train_neural_network(data_loc,  
                         dropout_precent,  
                         dense_, 
                         conv_, 
                         size_,  
                         batch__,  
                         learning_rate,  
                         learning_decay,  
                         epochs_,  
                         savemodel_loc):  
# reading in the labeled data from data.csv 
data = [] 
with open(data_loc) as file: 
    reader = csv.reader(file) 
    for line in reader: 
        data.append(line) 
# splitting the read data into training, and validation sets 
train_data, valid_data = train_test_split(data, test_size=0.25) 
‘’’ 
generator function 
When this function is called, it reads in the input lines of the data and 
its 
labels, along with the batch size. It returns an array of the images, and 
their measurements. 
I yield return type of function: meaning, it doesn’t lose track of where 
it is in the input lines. 
‘’’ 
def generator(input_lines, batch_size): 
    num_samples = len(input_lines) 
    while 1: 
        shuffle(input_lines) 
        for offset in range(0, num_samples, batch_size): 
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            batch_lines = input_lines[offset:offset+batch_size] 
            images = [] 
            measurements = [] 
            for each_batch_line in batch_lines: 
                current_path=each_batch_line[0] 
                image=cv2.imread(current_path) 
                # image resized and brought to binary neural network 
                image = cv2.resize(image, (140,70)) 
                image = image/255.0 
                images.append(image) 
                measurement=each_batch_line[1] 
                measurements.append(measurement) 
            images = np.array(images).reshape(-1, 140, 70, 3)   
            yield np.array(images), np.array(measurements) 
# compile and train the model using generator function,  
batch_size= batch__size 
train_gen = generator(train_data, batch_size) 
valid_gen = generator(valid_data, batch_size) 
# activating access to GPU – comment out if using CPU only 
cfg = K.tf.ConfigProto() 
cfg.gpu_options.allow_growth = True 
K.set_session(K.tf.Session(config=cfg)) 
# using GPU percentage 75%; modify as need be 
gpu_options = tf.GPUOptions(per_process_gpu_memory_fraction=0.75) 
sess=tf.Session(config=tf.ConfigProto(gpu_options=gpu_options)) 
# setting up the different types of neural networks to be constructed 
count = 0 
dropouts = dropout_precent 
dense_layers = dense_ 
conv_layers = conv_ 
layer_sizes = size_ 
for dropout in dropouts: 
    for dense in dense_layers: 
        for conv in conv_layers: 
            for size in layer_sizes: 
                if count => 0: 
                    NAME = ‘drop’ + str(int(dropout*100)) + ‘_dense’ +  
                            str(dense) + ‘_conv’ + str(conv)+ ‘_size’  
                            +str(size) 
                    print(NAME) 
                    # start of neural network 
                    model = Sequential() 
                    # input layer 
                    model.add(Conv2D(size, (1,1),  
                                     input_shape=(140,70,3)))  
                    model.add(Activation(‘relu’)) 
                    model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2))) 
                    model.add(Activation(‘relu’)) 
                    model.add(Dropout(dropout)) 
                    # convolution layers 
                    for l in range(conv-1): 
                        model.add(Conv2D(size, (1,1))) 
                        model.add(Activation(‘relu’)) 
                        model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2))) 
                        model.add(Activation(‘relu’)) 
                        model.add(Dropout(dropout)) 
                    model.add(Flatten()) 
                    # dense layers – set to all have 128 size 
                    for _ in range(dense): 
                        model.add(Dense(128))                                                
                        model.add(Activation(‘relu’))   
                        model.add(Dropout(dropout)) 
                    # sigmoid operation for binary output 
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                    model.add(Dense(1)) 
                    model.add(Activation(‘sigmoid’)) 
                    # adam optimizer is decaying learning rate network 
                    adam = Adam(lr=learning_rate, decay=learning_decay) 
                    # binary-crossentropy is used validate each epoch 
                    model.compile(optimizer=adam, 
                                  loss=’binary_crossentropy’, 
                                  metrics=[‘accuracy’]) 
                    steps_per_epoch_=len(train_data) 
                    checkpointer = ModelCheckpoint(filepath= 
                                                  “{}.hdf5”.format(NAME),  
                                                   verbose=1,  
                                                   save_best_only=True) 
                    tensorboard = TensorBoard(log_dir= 
                                                  “logs/{}”.format(NAME)) 
                                  history=model.fit_generator(train_gen,  
                                  steps_per_epoch=steps_per_epoch_,  
                                  validation_data=valid_gen,  
                                  validation_steps=len(valid_data),  
                                  verbose=1, epochs=epochs_,  
                                  callbacks=[tensorboard]) 
                    # save model then clear memory to training next model 
                    model.save(“{}{}.model”.format(savemodel_loc,NAME)) 
                    print(“saved model”) 
                    del model 
                    del history 
                else: 
                    count += 1 
# END OF CODE 
 
Appendix H: Neural_Network_Tester.py – neural_network 
Environment  
‘’’ 
NEURAL NETWORK TESTER 
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: June 3, 2019 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This algorithm tests out the neural network and prints out the results to the 
user.  
‘’’ 
# importing important libraries 
import tensorflow as tf 






Reads in the test data and the test model, and after predicting the test data, 
it compares it results and prints out accuracy. 
‘’’ 
def test_neural_network(test_data, test_model):  
# reading in the labeled data from data_test.csv 
data = [] 
with open(test_data) as file: 
    reader = csv.reader(file) 
    for line in reader: 
        data.append(line) 
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# splitting the images from their labels 
test_images = [] 
test_labels = [] 
for I in range(len(data)): 
    test_images.append(data[i][0]) 
    test_labels.append(data[i][1]) 
# reading in the model that we want to test 
 print(test_model) 
 model = tf.keras.models.load_model(test_model) 
# predict each read image and test accuracy 
accuracy = 0 
for I in range(len(test_images)): 
    img = cv2.imread(test_images[i]) 
    img = cv2.resize(img, (140,70)) 
    img = np.array(img).reshape(-1, 140, 70, 3) 
    pred_plate = model.predict(img) 
    pred_num = str(int(pred_plate)) 
    if round(pred_num) == test_labels[i]: 
        accuracy += 1 
# prints the accuracy to the user    
print(‘Number of tested images = ‘, len(test_images)) 
print(‘Number of correct prediction = ‘, accuracy) 
print(‘Number of wrong prediction = ‘, len(test_images)-accuracy) 
print(‘Successful percentage = ‘, accuracy/len(test_images), ‘%’) 
#END OF CODE  
 
Appendix I: License_Plate_Localization.py – neural_network 
Environment  
‘’’ 
LICENSE PLATE LOCALIZATION  
Created by: Udacity I 
Modified by: Maryam Hanna 
Date: July 1, 2019 
Email: Maryam Hanna 
MIT License, Permission is granted by Udacity to obtain copy of this software. 
License could be found at LICENSE file.  
This algorithm detects the location of the license plate in the image, and 
boxes the location. When detection main is called, it returns the image and 
list of boxes detected. 
‘’’ 
# importing important libraries 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
import tensorflow as tf  
import random 
from scipy.ndimage.measurements import label 
‘’’ 
locate function 
Will apply sliding window with the model to predict the location of the license 
plate, with the help of heatmap to try to cancel out any false predictions.  
‘’’ 
def locate(model, image_read,  
           x_range = [None, None], 
           y_range = [None, None],  
           pix_range = [None, None],  





This function takes the read image, and the user has the option to set 
the x range, y range, pix range, and the xy overlap range.  
If the user does not set these criteria, the algorithm is set to set it 
up by itself 
‘’’ 
def slide_window(image,  
                x_range = [None, None], 
                y_range = [None, None],  
                pix_range = [None, None],  
                xy_overlap = (0.3, 0.3)): 
     
    copy_image = image.copy() 
    # setting up x, y, and pix range if user doesn’t. 
    if x_range[0] == None: 
        x_range[0] = 0 
    if x_range[1] == None:  
        x_range[1] = image.shape[1] 
    if y_range[0] == None: 
        y_range[0] = 0 
    if y_range[1] == None: 
        y_range[1] = image.shape[0] 
    if pix_range[0] == None: 
        pix_range[0] = 1 
    if pix_range[1] == None: 
        if (image.shape[0]*2 > image.shape[1]): 
            pix_range[1] = int(image.shape[1]/2) 
        else: 
            pix_range[1] = image.shape[0] 
    windows = [] 
    # sliding window going through the image, and testing each sub-
section with neural network. If prediction is positive for license plate, 
that sub-section of image’s coordinates will be saved in windows and 
returned at the end of the function 
    for pix in range(pix_range[1], pix_range[0], -1): 
        for y0 in range(y_range[0], (y_range[1]-pix),  
                        round(pix*xy_overlap[1])): 
            y1 = y0 + pix 
            for x0 in range(x_range[0], x_range[1]-(pix*2),  
                            round(pix*2*xy_overlap[0])): 
                x1 = x0 + pix*2 
                img = image[y0:y1, x0:x1] 
                img = cv2.resize(img, (140,70)) 
                img = np.array(img).reshape(-1, 140, 70, 3) 
                pred_plate = model.predict(img) 
                if pred_plate == 1: 
                    cv2.rectangle(copy_image, (x0, y0), (x1, y1),  
                                  (0,0,255), 2) 
                    windows.append([(x0, y0), (x1,y1)]) 
    plt.imshow(copy_image) 
    cv2.imwrite(‘boxes.JPG’, copy_image) 
    return windows 
‘’’ 
heatmap creator function 
This function takes in empty image, and windows that were detected 
positive for license plate and returns a heatmap of most common locations 
where a license plate was detected.  
‘’’ 
def heatmap_creator(heatmap, windows): 
    for box in windows: 
        heatmap[box[0][1]:box[1][1], box[0][0]:box[1][0]]+=1 




apply threshold function 
This function applies threshold to the heatmap; since the location of the 
license plate will have more positive detection while false positives 
wouldn’t; hence limiting false positives. 
‘’’ 
def apply_threshold(heatmap, threshold): 
    heatmap[heatmap <= threshold] = 5 
    return heatmap 
‘’’ 
draw final box function  
This algorithm draws a box around the heated area in the heatmap image.  
It returns the final image, and an array with the boxes location 
detected.  
‘’’ 
def draw_final_box(image, labels): 
    boxes = [] 
    for plate_num in range(1, labels[1]+1): 
        nonzero = (labels[0] == plate_num).nonzero() 
        nonzeroy = np.array(nonzero[0]) 
        nonzerox = np.array(nonzero[1]) 
        box = ((np.min(nonzerox), np.min(nonzeroy)), (np.max(nonzerox), 
np.max(nonzeroy))) 
        cv2.rectangle(image, box[0], box[1], (0,0,225), 3) 
        boxes.append((box[0],box[1])) 
    return image, boxes 
# reads in the model used to detect the plates 
model = tf.keras.models.load_model(model) 
model.summary() 
# reads in the raw images 
image = cv2.imread(image_read) 
plt.imshow(image) 
# calling on slide_window function to get the list of windows 
windows = slide_window(image, x_range=[None, None], 
                      y_range = y_range,  
                      pix_range = pix_range,  
                      xy_overlap = (0.3, 0.3)) 
# creating heat image, and send through the heatmap_creator function with 
windows 
heat = np.zeros_like(image[:,:,0]).astype(np.float) 
heat = heatmap_creator(heat, windows) 
plt.imshow(heat) 
# applying threshold function is called  
heat = apply_threshold(heat, 30) 
plt.imshow(heat) 
heatmap = np.clip(heat, 0, 255) 
heat_image=heatmap 
# find final boxes from heatmap using label function from 
scipy.ndimage.measurements 
labels = label(heatmap) 
# print the number of boxes detected and the image with boxes 
print(“ Number of Plates found – “,labels[1]) 
draw_img, boxes = draw_final_box(np.copy(image), labels) 
plt.imshow(draw_img) 
return labels 




Appendix J: License_Plate_Distance_Detector.py – neural_network 
Environment  
‘’’ 
LICENSE PLATE DISTANCE DETECTOR  
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
June 20, 2019 
Email: maryamhann@hotmail.com 
This algorithm produces the distance of the detected license plates. 
‘’’ 
#importing required libraries 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
import tensorflow as tf  
import random 
‘’’ 
dist_detect function  
Determines the distance of the vehicle through the size of the license plate. 
Then prints out the results on the image.  
‘’’ 
def dist_detect(image_read, labels): 
‘’’ 
plate size function  
Determines the distance of the vehicle, according to the size of the 
plate detected in the image, and returns the calculated distance 
‘’’ 
def plate_size(x_pixels, y_pixels): 
    ### x_distance  
    if x_pixels >= 325: 
        x_distance = 0.0 
    elif (325 > x_pixels > 307) : 
        x_distance = 1.0 
    elif (307 >= x_pixels >= 161) : 
        x_distance = 1.0 + x_pixels/(305+165) 
    elif (161 > x_pixels > 157) : 
        x_distance = 2.0 
    elif (157 >= x_pixels >= 108) : 
        x_distance = 2.0 + x_pixels/(155+110) 
    elif (108 > x_pixels > 104) : 
        x_distance = 3.0 
    elif(104 >= x_pixels >= 82) : 
        x_distance = 3.0 + x_pixels/(100+82) 
    elif (82 > x_pixels > 79) : 
        x_distance = 4.0 
    elif (79 >= x_pixels >= 66) : 
        x_distance = 4.0 + x_pixels/(79+66)  
    elif (66 > x_pixels > 63) : 
        x_distance = 5.0 
    elif (63 >= x_pixels >= 57) : 
        x_distance = 5.0 + x_pixels/(63+57) 
    elif (57 > x_pixels > 53) : 
        x_distance = 6.0 
    elif (53 >= x_pixels >= 48) : 
        x_distance = 6.0 + x_pixels/(53+48) 
    elif (48 > x_pixels > 45) : 
        x_distance = 7.0 
    elif (45 >= x_pixels > 41) : 
        x_distance = 7.0 + x_pixels/(45+42) 
    elif (x_pixels == 41) : 
        x_distance = 8.0 
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    elif (41 > x_pixels >= 38) : 
        x_distance = 8.0 + x_pixels/(42+38) 
    elif (38 > x_pixels > 35) : 
        x_distance = 9.0 
    elif (35 >= x_pixels >= 34) : 
        x_distance = 9.0 + x_pixels/(35+34) 
    elif (34 > x_pixels > 31) : 
        x_distance = 10.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 31) : 
        x_distance = 10.5 
    elif (x_pixels == 30) : 
        x_distance = 11.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 29) : 
        x_distance = 11.5 
    elif (29 > x_pixels > 26) : 
        x_distance = 12.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 26) : 
        x_distance = 12.5 
    elif (x_pixels == 25) : 
        x_distance = 13.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 24) : 
        x_distance = 14.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 23) : 
        x_distance = 14.5 
    elif (x_pixels == 22) : 
        x_distance = 15.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 21) : 
        x_distance = 16.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 20) : 
        x_distance = 17.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 19) : 
        x_distance = 18.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 18) : 
        x_distance = 19.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 17): 
        x_distance = 20.0 
        ## skipping distance 21  
    elif (x_pixels == 16): 
        x_distance = 22.0 
        ## skipping distance 23  
    elif (x_pixels == 15): 
        x_distance = 24.0 
        ## skipping distance 25 
    elif (x_pixels == 14): 
        x_distance = 26.0 
        ## skipping distance 27  
    elif (x_pixels == 13) : 
        x_distance = 28.0 
    elif (x_pixels == 12) : 
        x_distance = 29.0 
    elif (x_pixels < 12): 
        x_distance = 30.0 
    ### y_distance  
    if (y_pixels >= 172): 
        y_distance = 0.0 
    elif (172 > y_pixels > 161): 
        y_distance = 1.0 
    elif (161 >= y_pixels >= 87): 
        y_distance = 1.0 + y_pixels/(161+87) 
    elif (87 > y_pixels > 82): 
        y_distance = 2.0 
    elif (82 >= y_pixels >= 59): 
        y_distance = 2.0 + y_pixels/(82+59) 
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    elif (59 > y_pixels > 55): 
        y_distance = 3.0 
    elif (55 >= y_pixels >=45): 
        y_distance = 3.0 + y_pixels/(55+45) 
    elif (45 > y_pixels > 42): 
        y_distance = 4.0 
    elif (42 >= y_pixels >= 37): 
        y_distance = 4.0 + y_pixels/(42+37) 
    elif (37 > y_pixels > 34): 
        y_distance = 5.0 
    elif (34 >= y_pixels >= 32): 
        y_distance = 5.0 + y_pixels/(34+32) 
    elif (32 > y_pixels > 28): 
        y_distance = 6.0 
    elif (28 >= y_pixels > 26): 
        y_distance = 6.0 + y_pixels/(28+27) 
    elif (y_pixels == 26): 
        y_distance = 7.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 25): 
        y_distance = 7.5 
    elif (25 > y_pixels > 22): 
        y_distance = 8.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 22): 
        y_distance = 8.5 
    elif (22 > y_pixels > 19): 
        y_distance = 9.0 
    elif (19 >= y_pixels > 17): 
        y_distance = 10.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 17): 
        y_distance = 11.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 16): 
        y_distance = 12.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 15): 
        y_distance = 13.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 14): 
        y_distance = 14.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 13): 
        y_distance = 15.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 12): 
        y_distance = 16.0 
        ## skipping distance 17 because it has 12 pixel  
    elif (y_pixels == 11): 
        y_distance = 18.0 
    elif (y_pixels == 10): 
        y_distance = 19.0 
        ## skipping distance 20 because it has 10 pixel  
    elif (y_pixels == 9): 
        y_distance = 21.0 
        ## skipping distances 22, 23, 24, 25  
    elif (y_pixels == 8): 
        y_distance = 26.0 
        ## skipping distances 27, 28, 29 because they all have 8 pixel  
    elif (y_pixels == 7): 
        y_distance = 30.0 
    elif (y_pixels < 7): 
        y_distance = 30.5 
    if (y_distance == 16.0): 
        distance = x_distance  
    elif (y_distance == 19.0): 
        distance = x_distance  
    elif (y_distance == 21.0): 
        distance = x_distance  
    elif (y_distance == 26.0): 
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        distance = x_distance  
    elif (x_distance == 20.0): 
        distance = y_distance  
    else: 
        distance = (x_distance+y_distance)/2 
    print(x_distance) 
    print(y_distance) 
    print(distance) 
    return distance 
# read given image        
image = cv2.imread(image_read) 
plt.imshow(image) 
# boxes on image and write distance predicted next to it 
final_img = np.copy(image_read) 
for plate in range(labels[1]): 
    boxes[plate] 
    x_pixels = boxes[plate][1][0]-boxes[plate][0][0] 
    y_pixels = boxes[plate][1][1]-boxes[plate][0][1] 
    distance = plate_size(x_pixels, y_pixels) 
    font = cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX 
    distance_str = str(round(distance,2)) 
    distance_str = distance_str + ‘ m’ 
    final_img = cv2.putText(final_img, distance_str, (boxes[plate][1][0], 
boxes[plate][0][1]), font, 2,(0,255,0), 2, cv2.LINE_AA) 
# print the final image 
plt.imshow(final_img) 
# END OF CODE 
 
Appendix K: Main_NN_LP_Detection.py – neural_network 
Environment  
‘’’ 
MAIN NEURAL NETWORK LICNESE PLATE DETECTION 
Created by: Maryam Hanna 
July 3, 2019 
Email: maryamhanna@hotmail.com 
This algorithm does what the user wants, which is create a data cvs, train a 
neural network,  
test a neural network, find the location of the license plate in raw image 
using a model, or  
detecting the distance of the detected license plate.  
‘’’ 
# importing required libraries 
import csv 
import numpy as np 
import random 
import os 
from PIL import Image 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
import cv2 
from sklearn.utils import shuffle 
from keras import backend as K 
import tensorflow as tf 
from keras.layers import Sequential, Flatten, Dense, MaxPooling2D, Dropout 
from keras.layers.core import Activation 
from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv2D 
from keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint, TensorBoard 




import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from scipy.ndimage.measurements import label 
# importing other files 
from CSV_Maker import * 
from Final_Neural_Network import * 
from Neural_Network_Tester import * 
from License_Plate_Localization import * 
from License_Plate_Distance_Detection import * 
# requirements to call on creating csv function 
create_csv = True 
dir_loc = “C:/Users/wicip/Desktop/” 
not_plates_file = “no_plate” 
plates_file = “plates” 
savefile = “data_test.csv” 
# requirements to call on training neural network function 
train_nn = True 
data_loc = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/data.csv” 
dropout_precent = 0.1 
dense_layers = 1  
conv_layers = 3  
layer_size = 64   
batch_size = 8  
learning_rate = 0.00001  
learning_decay = 1e-6 
epochs = 10 
savemodel_loc = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/” 
# requirements to call on neural network tester function 
test_nn = True 
test_data = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/data_test.csv” 
test_model = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/ 
              drop20_dense1_con4_size64_FINAL.model” 
# requirements to call on license plate localization function 
localization = True 
image = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/test1.JPG” 
model = “C:/Users/wicip/Documents/working_nn/final/3-128-2-1553464259.model” 
x_range = [None, None] 
y_range = [250, 360] 
pix_range = [7, 95] 
xy_overlap = (0.3, 0.3) 
# there are no requirements to call on distance detection function, but user 
must run localization function as well, since distance detection function 
depends on the localization function 
distance_detection = True 
## DO NOT EDIT BELOW HERE ## 
if create_csv: 
    create_csv(dir_loc, not_plates_file, plates_file, savefile) 
if train_nn: 
    train_neural_network(data_loc,  
                         dropout_precent,  
                         dense_layers, 
                         conv_layers, 
                         layer_size,  
                         batch_size,  
                         learning_rate,  
                         learning_decay,  
                         epochs,  
                         savemodel_loc) 
if test_nn: 
    test_neural_network(test_data, test_model)  
if localization: 
    labels = locate(model, image,  
           x_range_ = x_range, 
          y_range_ = y_range, 
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          pix_range_ = pix_range,  
          xy_overlap_ = xy_overlap)    
if localization and distance_detection: 
    dist_detect(image, labels) 
elif distance_detection and not localization: 
    print(“Must construct localization algorithm to run  
           distance_detection algorithm”) 





















Appendix L: Comparison between 108 Different Neural Networks  
Table L.1: drop10_dense1 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP10_DENSE1  
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.2: drop10_dense2 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP10_DENSE2 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.3: drop10_dense3 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP10_DENSE3 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.4: drop20_dense1 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP20_DENSE1 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.5: drop20_dense2 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP20_DENSE2 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.6: drop20_dense3 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP20_DENSE3 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.7: drop30_dense1 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP30_DENSE1 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.8: drop30_dense2 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP30_DENSE2 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.9: drop30_dense3 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP30_DENSE3 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.10: drop40_dense1 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP40_DENSE1 
 ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.11: drop40_dense2 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP40_DENSE2 
  ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Table L.12: drop40_dense3 Neural Networks Val_Acc and Val_Loss 
DROP40_DENSE3 
  ACCURACY EPOCH LOSS EPOCH 
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Appendix M: Accuracy of Applicable Testing on All Neural Networks 
Table M.1a: Applicable Accuracy of all Neural Networks 
Model Name Accuracy  Model Name Accuracy  
drop10_dense1_conv2_size32 0.631196 drop20_dense2_conv2_size32 0.599914 
drop10_dense1_conv2_size64 0.621625 drop20_dense2_conv2_size64 0.600771 
drop10_dense1_conv2_size128 0.57706 drop20_dense2_conv2_size128 0.538637 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 0.809884 drop20_dense2_conv3_size32 0.616769 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size64 0.596058 drop20_dense2_conv3_size64 0.60777 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size128 0.576489 drop20_dense2_conv3_size128 0.555921 
drop10_dense1_conv4_size32 0.707185 drop20_dense2_conv4_size32 0.557635 
drop10_dense1_conv4_size64 0.695044 drop20_dense2_conv4_size64 0.640051 
drop10_dense1_conv4_size128 0.753892 drop20_dense2_conv4_size128 0.711755 
drop10_dense2_conv2_size32 0.553207 drop20_dense3_conv2_size32 0.569776 
drop10_dense2_conv2_size64 0.572061 drop20_dense3_conv2_size64 0.574061 
drop10_dense2_conv2_size128 0.571633 drop20_dense3_conv2_size128 0.616912 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size32 0.764177 drop20_dense3_conv3_size32 0.68933 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size64 0.586202 drop20_dense3_conv3_size64 0.554635 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size128 0.657763 drop20_dense3_conv3_size128 0.561491 
drop10_dense2_conv4_size32 0.543208 drop20_dense3_conv4_size32 0.633624 
drop10_dense2_conv4_size64 0.652907 drop20_dense3_conv4_size64 0.619769 
drop10_dense2_conv4_size128 0.772175 drop20_dense3_conv4_size128 0.655763 
drop10_dense3_conv2_size32 0.582488 drop30_dense1_conv2_size32 0.704899 
drop10_dense3_conv2_size64 0.580489 drop30_dense1_conv2_size64 0.688045 
drop10_dense3_conv2_size128 0.588773 drop30_dense1_conv2_size128 0.569776 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size32 0.727896 drop30_dense1_conv3_size32 0.742751 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size64 0.546922 drop30_dense1_conv3_size64 0.760748 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size128 0.591487 drop30_dense1_conv3_size128 0.772604 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size32 0.537923 drop30_dense1_conv4_size32 0.679332 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size64 0.641194 drop30_dense1_conv4_size64 0.741894 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size128 0.891016 drop30_dense1_conv4_size128 0.691615 
drop20_dense1_conv2_size32 0.544636 drop30_dense2_conv2_size32 0.585059 
drop20_dense1_conv2_size64 0.583345 drop30_dense2_conv2_size64 0.612198 
drop20_dense1_conv2_size128 0.600343 drop30_dense2_conv2_size128 0.608485 
drop20_dense1_conv3_size32 0.622197 drop30_dense2_conv3_size32 0.603057 
drop20_dense1_conv3_size64 0.755321 drop30_dense2_conv3_size64 0.708899 
drop20_dense1_conv3_size128 0.62334 drop30_dense2_conv3_size128 0.72961 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size32 0.575632 drop30_dense2_conv4_size32 0.51307 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 0.80817 drop30_dense2_conv4_size64 0.749893 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size128 0.727468 drop30_dense2_conv4_size128 0.608627 
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Table M.1b: Applicable Accuracy of all Neural Networks 
Model Name Accuracy Model Name Accuracy 
drop30_dense3_conv2_size32 0.797886 drop40_dense2_conv2_size32 0.717612 
drop30_dense3_conv2_size64 0.579203 drop40_dense2_conv2_size64 0.603057 
drop30_dense3_conv2_size128 0.579489 drop40_dense2_conv2_size128 0.569919 
drop30_dense3_conv3_size32 0.600771 drop40_dense2_conv3_size32 0.505499 
drop30_dense3_conv3_size64 0.747322 drop40_dense2_conv3_size64 0.703899 
drop30_dense3_conv3_size128 0.635766 drop40_dense2_conv3_size128 0.576061 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size32 0.590773 drop40_dense2_conv4_size32 0.501643 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size64 0.655335 drop40_dense2_conv4_size64 0.552064 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size128 0.760177 drop40_dense2_conv4_size128 0.533495 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size32 0.817883 drop40_dense3_conv2_size32 0.673475 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size64 0.597058 drop40_dense3_conv2_size64 0.590344 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size128 0.629767 drop40_dense3_conv2_size128 0.803599 
drop40_dense1_conv3_size32 0.565205 drop40_dense3_conv3_size32 0.777889 
drop40_dense1_conv3_size64 0.748322 drop40_dense3_conv3_size64 0.677332 
drop40_dense1_conv3_size128 0.58306 drop40_dense3_conv3_size128 0.727039 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size32 0.708185 drop40_dense3_conv4_size32 0.511498 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size64 0.646908 drop40_dense3_conv4_size64 0.645479 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size128 0.739037 drop40_dense3_conv4_size128 0.801457 
 
Appendix N: Distance Detection Comparison  
Table N.1a: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 

















Table N.1b: Distance Detection-Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32 9 0.72 
1.26 
15.25 
6 x 30.25 
drop10_dense1_conv3_size64 3 0.71 
1.53 
1.74 






















6 x 30.25 









drop10_dense2_conv3_size32 5 0.71 
1.42 




Table N.1c: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 






3 x 30.25 




drop10_dense2_conv4_size32 1 0.72 
drop10_dense2_conv4_size64 1 0.72 
drop10_dense2_conv4_size128 6 0.72 
6.01 
8.47 
3 x 30.25 





drop10_dense3_conv2_size64 10 1.46 
1.96 
19.50 
4 x 30.00 
3 x 30.25 





7 x 30.00 
2 x 30.25 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size32 7 0.72 
1.22 
5 x 30.25 








Table N.1d: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 





6 x 30.00 
drop10_dense3_conv4_size32 2 1.48 
2.73 




3 x 30.00 
3 x 30.25 




drop20_dense1_conv2_size32 4 1.41 
1.98 
2 x 30.25 





drop20_dense1_conv2_size128 3 1.25 
1.49 
1.52 







3 x 30.00 





Table N.1e: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 





4 x 30.25 
drop20_dense1_conv3_size128 3 1.49 
2.08 
2.24 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size32 3 0.71 
0.72 
1.54 
drop20_dense1_conv4_size64 1 0.72 






4 x 30.25 




4 x 30.00 
6 x 30.25 
drop20_dense2_conv2_size64 7 1.48 
2.09 
10.50 
2 x 30.00 
2 x 30.25 
drop20_dense2_conv2_size128 5 1.45 
1.99 
22.00 
2 x 30.00 




5 x 30.25 




Table N.1f: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 





2 x 30.00 
8 x 30.25 




drop20_dense2_conv4_size64 2 0.70 
0.72 
drop20_dense2_conv4_size128 4 2 x 0.72 
28.00 
30.25 
drop20_dense3_conv2_size32 3 2.95 
3.76 
30.25 





2 x 30.25 









drop20_dense3_conv3_size64 4 1.47 
3.00 
2 x 30.25 








Table N.1g: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 
drop20_dense3_conv4_size32 3 0.70 
0.71 
1.53 
drop20_dense3_conv4_size64 8 0.72 
1.21 
3.23 
5 x 30.25 








4 x 30.00 
2 x 30.25 









drop30_dense1_conv3_size32 3 0.71 
0.72 
1.22 
drop30_dense1_conv3_size64 2 0.72 
12.00 





drop30_dense1_conv4_size32 5 0.72 
0.72 
11.50 
2 x 30.25 
drop30_dense1_conv4_size64 6 0.72 




Table N.1h: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 
drop30_dense1_conv4_size128 2 0.72 
30.00 
drop30_dense2_conv2_size32 8 1.51 
1.54 
7.00 
4 x 30.00 
30.25 






3 x 30.00 
7 x 30.25 
drop30_dense2_conv2_size128 3 1.49 
1.51 
2.50 




6 x 30.00 
9 x 30.25 






2 x 30.00 
30.25 





drop30_dense2_conv4_size32 1 0.72 






Table N.1i: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 





4 x 30.00 
8 x 30.25 
drop30_dense3_conv2_size32 3 0.71 
1.24 
1.47 





2 x 30.00 
2 x 30.25 
drop30_dense3_conv2_size128 6 1.47 
1.49 
8.50 
3 x 30.00 
drop30_dense3_conv3_size32 1 0.72 
drop30_dense3_conv3_size64 3 0.71 
0.72 
1.52 







6 x 30.00 
3 x 30.25 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size32 1 0.72 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size64 3 0.72 
1.54 
30.25 
drop30_dense3_conv4_size128 2 0.72 
1.22 





Table N.1j: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size64 6 1.49 
1.52 
3.50 
3 x 30.25 
drop40_dense1_conv2_size128 5 1.21 
1.21 
1.52 
2 x 30.25 
drop40_dense1_conv3_size32 3 0.72 
2 x 30.25 
drop40_dense1_conv3_size64 3 0.72 
1.54 
29.50 





6 x 30.25 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size32 1 0.72 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size64 1 0.72 
drop40_dense1_conv4_size128 1 0.72 





3 x 30.25 
drop40_dense2_conv2_size64 7 1.42 
2.28 
15.50 
3 x 30.00 
30.25 






2 x 30.00 
2 x 30.25 
drop40_dense2_conv3_size32 1 0.72 
drop40_dense2_conv3_size64 1 0.72 
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Table N.1k: Distance Detection Comparison between all Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Detected Distances (m) 





drop40_dense2_conv4_size32 1 0.72 
drop40_dense2_conv4_size64 1 0.72 
drop40_dense2_conv4_size128 1 0.72 





2 x 30.25 





drop40_dense3_conv2_size128 3 0.72 
0.72 
11.00 
drop40_dense3_conv3_size32 3 0.71 
1.51 
3.00 
drop40_dense3_conv3_size64 1 0.72 
drop40_dense3_conv3_size128 8 0.72 
28.00 
30.00 
4 x 30.25 
drop40_dense3_conv4_size32 1 0.72 
drop40_dense3_conv4_size64 6 2 x 0.71 
1.54 
3 x 30.25 








Appendix O: Final Tests Results 
 
Appendix O.1: Neural Network Architecture Accuracy-Loss Graphs 
Table O.1.1: Neural Network Architecture Accuracy for Detection Accuracy Neural 
Networks 
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Table O.1.2: Neural Network Architecture Accuracy for Applicable Accuracy Neural 
Networks 
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Table O.1.3: Neural Network Architecture Accuracy for Distance Detection Neural 
Networks 
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Table O.1.4: Neural Network Architecture Accuracy for Neural Networks Architecture 
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Appendix O.2: Distance Detection Comparison for Final Neural Networks 
Table O.2.1a: Distance Detection Comparison for Final Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Distances (m) 
drop10_dense1_conv2_size128_FINAL 0  
drop10_dense1_conv3_size32_FINAL 2 0.72 
1.43 
drop10_dense1_conv4_size32_FINAL 0  
drop10_dense2_conv2_size64_FINAL 6 19.00 
26.00 
2 x 28.00 
2 x 30.00 
drop10_dense2_conv3_size128_FINAL 3 2.42 
2.96 
3.49 
drop10_dense3_conv2_size64_FINAL 36 3.52 
4.00 
4.49 
2 x 4.54 
26.00 
9 x 30.00 
10 x 30.25 
10 x 30.50 
drop10_dense3_conv3_size64_FINAL 22 5.52 
18.01 
26.00 
8 x 30.00 
5 x 30.25 
6 x 30.50 















Table O.2.1b: Distance Detection Comparison for Final Neural Networks 
Model Name Number of Detected Plates Distances (m) 











drop30_dense2_conv3_size32_FINAL 0  





2 x 7.49 
7.51 
7.52 
2 x 8.49 
12.00 
2 x 15.00 
4 x 21.00 
21.25 
4 x 26.00 
19 x 30.00 
11 x 30.25 
12 x 30.50 





drop40_dense2_conv3_size32_FINAL 27 2 x 4.50 
21.00 
8 x 30.00 
8 x 30.25 
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